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Netting for Windows and Doors.
crop of po’atoes it is
land tint is adapted
If we would have cool parlors, dining1
wc-o-rn New York, and
rooms, kitchens and bed-rooms, during the
I,i■!
a
gravelly soil is the hot summer
weather, we must have mos: o ; ground, where the sod
quito netting or wire gauze in all our wintinder the year previous. If the
dows, and if possible, at the doors also.
n.j'f. iet it he used the year
Window blinds cannot take the place of
me
other crop, and th.e land
or gauze, because they exclude so
-oiidi!i.m before you plant pota- netting
much of the cool evening and night air, and
I !i' o «* giiing should he done in the
they are very essentia! and needdeeper than for any other although
ful to shut out the hot sunshine, and the
1
ti, it you plant in the
lie
beating storm, yet they will not answer all
’•otter, in tie- majority of cases.
our needs.
'A
* 1
p 1:11.
except the very
Mosquito netting can he purchased at a
:t ! ufrom l air to six bushels
and the “glide moil” can
Ii
*utting 1 leave from one to very cheap rate,
make or procure some frames to lit
gen.-rally about three, easily
all the windows, which can lie either paintwbh tIn- pieces about foured white or stained a dark red to match the
e,
Most people use from
windows. Then dark blue, pink, green or
bush.-'s per acre.
I get as
white mosquito
netting can be easily
-is
t:,e\ do, and often use
stretched and tacked over them by the
*
ni'ii
sr* »i.
To plant fast
skillful lingers of house-mother; and after
ugh. a man to hold the
j
she lias used them for one summer, nothing
v
ride
unless you drive),
could persuade her to go without them
1 fir-; mark out, four
another season.
They will exclude mosi
>: the piece.
When this
quitoes, dies, moths, and all other insecis,
same side of the field
and will not exclude the fresh, cool air.
l’he next titne
'arts d.
are very easily taken out and put in;
'Ii- j' t-r I cover the outside They
or they can lie so arranged that the winW<
! g. to ttie other side of thedows can he closed on damp, cool days.
ir;
tin three rows not.
Any women can tack a piece of the net•
i:
ark I make another
ting across the lower half of the window
1
v
me 1 go across the piece
on the outside of the sash,
ii that is the
frovi wai -Ii I started I cover
The wire
only means she can employ.
ming back make a mark.
gauze requires a workman's handling, and
o\v right, back, that you
it can be made into permanent shades which
a
iking tin- mark. Some object to
will withstand all weathers.
>
:
mg as it leaves a ridge in
When we have tried the good cfi'ect of
!
eja
:i
I drive my drag
»r.
these shades we must also have the doors
'bird. and when the
attended to.
A slight framework of [tine
si nvv. 1 drag them lengthcan be
made, and fastened to the outer
%
r.kis removes the ridge
door posts by means of strong hinges; and
and they are as good as
with a hasp to fasten it with, and a handle
ground is not weedy
to open it by, we can bid defiance to llies
o'
a! on* more hoeing until
and mosquitoes both by day and by night.
e
bads " gin to start, when they
Common tools and a little ingenuity are
I> m’t make a little* narneeded to prepare a door, blind or shade
i;»logy for a hill, but a i for tile outer kitchen
piazza, which will
*
muit will hold all of the
add far beyond its cost to the comfort of
.'b
»\vding.’
the cook and housewife. Mosquito netting
can do duty for the shade when the door
frame is ready; but coarse wire netting,
Gypsum tor Potatoes.
would be far preferable, because it would
last for a long time, while the cotton netsource of large
,!i
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The potatoes are ting, is usually destroye '■ in two years. In
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ipril a the soil can he using the cotton netting, however, for the
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then.*, ami taken to windows, it, is well to select the pure while
for the parlor, pink for the chambers, an 1
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i. ’ll. v
irc -utljeu-ntly large for
whether ripe or not. Some of green or blue for the kitchen, pantry and
milk room.
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BY JOHN BOYLE

O’UEItLY.

Once I had a little sweetheart
In the land of the Malay;
Such a little yellow sweetheart,
Warm aud peerless as the day
Of her own dear sunny island,
Keimab, in the far, far East,
Where we sucked the lucious mango—
Ah 1 and many a sweeter feast.
And such a little copper sweetheart,
Was my Golu, plump and round.
With her hair all blue-black streaming
O’er her to the very ground.
And her eves! her eves were heaven !
Changing swift from jov to grief;
And her dress! it was no larger
Than a lady’s handkerchief.
'Twas enough for little Golu;
No more raiment did she need,
Than the milky, budding breadfruit,
()r (lie lily of the mead.
And she was my little sweetheart

Many

a

sunny

summer

day.

When we ate tlie fragrant guavas
In the land of the Malay.
Life was laughing then. Ah, Golu!
Do you think of that old time,
And of all (he tales I told you
Of my colder Western clime?
Do you think how happy were we
When we sailed to strip the palm,
And we made a lateen arbor
Of the boat sail in the calm?

They

mav

call you

semi-savage—

Golu ! I cannot forget
How 1 poised mv little sweetheart
Like a copper statuette.
Now my path lies through the cities,
But they cannot drive away
My sweet dreams of little Golu,
And the land of the Malay.
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The Gardener’s Monthly, in speaking of
the Black Knot on l’lum and Cherry trees,
says, it should be cut out as fast as it appears, not as the Black Knot, but as a mere
sappy abrasure, green and spongy, above
the bark.
It is no use to cut it out after a
month old. This delay is probably the
secret of many failures in removing the
Black Knot.
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Compost

Gardens.

A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer
writes that ticks may be kept from sheep,
and even driven from them, by putting sulphur in their salt, once a month. lie keeps
lice from his cattle, iiorses and hogs by the
same means.
If lice trouble hogs, he puts
sulphur in their food. If chickens are
troubled with them, lie puts sulphur in their
food, and sprinkles it in their nests.
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with succulent

vegetables,

spinach, cucumbers, corn,
auliflower and the like. Spread
«\
v
:
In- -url'ace. spade it in early
-••as,»u. and then p'ant your
crops,
:• *r vniirs'-lves how much benefit it
o.d
n.
Kir if you have not given them
iih ’■» grow luxuriantly, be sure and
" a
liquid state, when the young
•’iav
t
aualnetl a few inches in height.
>
■.«:» '* and lettuce are some of the
grosst<-, ier>. m l unless they are well supv
.,.•«!
ich food, they will surely fail.
*'
irgc i»arrel with cow or horse
and eld
a ter lo it and
make a
: manure, which will be of the
greatest
o
not onl> your lettuce and spinach,
*ut
ne! ms, corn, cucumbers and the
Ke. and r.-ses, geraniums, etc., all during
t
e
seas m.
As the liquid is used up, till
with more water: add a peck of charcoal
and it will deoderize its odors, and
it twice a week. Such a barrel of
•"
i/.ing liquid will greatly enhance the
»uty and the luxuriance of all the green
g- which your garden contains, and it
idled from the droppings in the
manure cannot be otherwise ob1
'oil mn be so composted with
dry earth, or sand, that it will
uni
perfectly odorless, and is quite
equal if 11o* superior to any other fertilizing matter.
••
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V akiahi.knkss or thk Potato. The exriments made on the farm of Cornell
l niversity, the past few years, show distinctly what was before known to many,
that \ arietiesof tin- potato which succeeded
web
11
one locality may
entirely fail in
sn•'* tier. The “Granite State,” for example,
w!
over
200 bushels per acre
produces
-ome
parts of New England, yielded
almost nothing at Ithaca.
The Peachblow
'b ided out little in 1S71, and
nothing in
•*71'
The Early Rose averaged the great• -t
product of 140 sorts tried.
i-
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A correspondent of the Germantown
Telegraph gives the following as his mode
of relieving choked animals.
Make a ball
of line cut chewing tobacco and molasses
and crowd as far back in the animal’s mouth
as possible with tongue pulled out; it, soon
sickens the animal, relaxing the muscles,
and the vomiting will invariable throw up
the impediment.
A grindstone should not be exposed to
the weather as it not only injures the wood
work, but the sun’s rays harden the stone
so much as, in time, to render
it useless.
Neither should it stand in the water in
which it runs, as the part remaining in the
water softens so much that it wears un-

equally.
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Philin i« k. of Middlesex County,
to tin*
Country Gentleman,
his had a litter of pigs
wli h w.-r. allowed to runout of the pen
through a hole too small to admit the sow.
The pigs began to thrive apace, but it was
noticed at the same time that the cow on
which the family depended for milk suddenly fell off, sometimes giving hardly any
milk
At length the good wife watched,
and had the satisfaction of seeing the cow
n down after
feeding, when almost instantly four suckers were at hand; each took a
Wat, and iti a few moments stripped her as
*1ry as auv milkmaid could do.
^

Bones.

the published account of the tons of human
bones transported from the battlefield of
Waterloo, to be ground and spread over the
worn out lands of Europe.
From time
immemorial it has been known that vegetation, and particularly trees, thrive immensely in graveyards.
Now it is neither the gelatine nor glue
that holds the particles of b me together,
nor the lime of which they are composed,
which gives activity to vegetable growth
aloue, but. the phosphorus in them—that
inflammable material of which matches are
manufactured, known in its combination as
phosphate of lime, that plants seize upon
with avidity as food.
Nothing else within
tlie range of agricultural experience so
the
cellular
structure.
rapidly developes
To be most useful, bones should be pulverized, and that enables water to make a
quicker solution ol the phosphate, which
the minute rootlets immediately absorb and
circulate through the stem, leaves and fruit.
Save the bones, therefore. Let nothing go
to waste.
There are actual treasures concealed in a dry bone, if the right course lie
pursued to exact them.
In the skeleton of a horse or ox, or even
a dog or cat, there are about from one
to
four pounds of phosphorus. The carcass
of any of these animals, cut up and distributed among fruit trees, instead of being
buried out of the way as a nuisance, would
be to them a rich entertainment of delicious
food.
[Colonial Farmer.
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Ttie true value of bones, aside from their
importance in the arts of handles, rings,
paints, clarifying sugar, etc., is fast beginning to be appreciated in this country.
People were horrified a few years since bv

_
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'L'lio extent of the terrilic tornado which
swept over Keokuk and Washington
counties last Thursday afternoon, was Im!
meagrely detailed in the despatches sent
from here on that evening. The damage
done seemed too great to I<<- realized, and
a! though the
dements made were alarming, they conveyed n idea of the injury
done to property, and of the number of
persons killed and wounded. In the absence of telegraphic communication with
the interior, nothing d< tioite could be
learned, and hence liie de-patches were
made up from rumors, with a few sensational adjective- .-.andwicked in to make
Had the
the cyclone truly horrible.
writer of the despatch had the most vivid
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Wild

Huntress.

The Wheeling Register of the 20th inst.
tells the following story on the authority
of Julia Messenger of
Windridge, Green
county, Pa., for whose veracity it vouches:
A man living near
Windridge, Green
county, Pa., had born to him live children,
four girls and one boy. His name is
Daniel Lewis. When duite young the
boy and second daughter, named Lucinda
Lewis, developed quite a fondness for
hunting, and were out nearly all the time,

roaming the woods in search of game.
They seemed to delight in nothing so

much as the fall life of a hunter, and
would be gone from home for weeks at a
time.
Alter some four or five years the

boy cjuit it, and entered on the more industrious pursuits of life, but the girl
continued in the chase. Drawing herself
more and more from human intercourse
and restraint, she has become a wild
woman, fleeing from the approach of her
kind with the speed of a deer.
During the early years of her solitary
life she used to approach her father’s
house and entice the dogs to follow her,
learning almost any breed of dogs to become good hunters.
In the hope of bringing her back to her home and to civilization, her brother followed her and shot
the dog she had taken away, using every
inducement to get her to go back with
him. But all in vain.
For eighteen years, since she was twelve
years of age. she has lived this wild life,
sleeping in the centres of straw stacks
during the night and hiding m them during the summer the wild and cultivated
fruits she intends for her winter’s store of
provisions. She is now thirty years old,
and is as wild as the most untamed denizen of the forest.
Mr. Messenger says he at one time,
while out hunting, met her in the woods.
Her long black hair, covering her face and
eyes, was matted with burs and leaves,
and her black flashing eves made her a
startling picture. She remained perfectly
still until he got within twenty feet of her
when she turned and fled with the swiftness no man could hope to rival.
A lew days since she was seen again,
and then had in her hand three pheasants
and lour rabbits, but although these enenmbered her she eluded every attempt to
capture her. She has been so long in the
woods that she has become perfectly wild.
Her dress is made of the skins of wild
animals and a blanket that she has taken
somewhere during some of her nocturnal
predatory

tours.
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Jack

of

Hearts.

held the rest of the honors, including the mine, merrily looked me in the face, and
queen of hearts. I did not play euchre said:
in those days.
“Captain G-, allow me to introduce
Jack did this—drove her here—wrote to you dear Jack—the Jack of Hearts—her all the news—was perfectly frantic my husband !”
because she could not return sooner—had
the distemper—was in favor of emancipaFrom Cassell's Magazine.
tion—didn’t smoke—had been run over
Men Who Face Death.
by dear Jack—twice bitten brother Jack,
THE POLICEMAN.
and once saved from punishment by
Don’t you go and make any mistake !
cousin Jack.
What cared 1 which knave was being The pictures in the comic papers, and all
played, so long as 1 could be near this the rest of the jokes about policemen,
lovely creature and listen to the merry may all be very well in their way, and 1
rattle of her musical voice! I never can laugh myself at a good joke at the
troubled myself about which Jack she expense of the force, hut tor all that there
is not as juucli in them as some of the
was referring to; for aught I knew she
might have told me Jack and the Bean- would-be sharp ones make out. Most of
stalk, Jack the Giant-killer, or any other ’em are as stale as they well can be, and
equally absurd nonsense. All I saw was though tor anything 1 know they may
her glorious beauty and beaming smile, have been to the point sometime, they
and felt that 1 was—well, I felt convinced ain’l now by a long way. There’s a saythat 1 had made a deep impression.
ing about life not being all beer and skitIf was upon a moonlight night that I tles, and you may take my word tor it
“went over the falls,” after this fashion. that life ain’t all cupboard courtship for a
With all her lrankness of manner, Clara policeman. Even if he had the inclination
for it, his superiors would take
was not in the most remote degree un
precious
care that he didn’t
good
Sin1
was
or
forward.
spend his time on
all
what
lady-like
duty making love to rooks and feeding in
women should bo with our sex -while ackitchens. That may be very
cepting our respectful services without gentlemen’s
well' in a pantomime, but it’s about as j
restraint, perfectly equal, but, withal, \
much the real thing as pantomime lish
never overstepping a certain line, even i
when addmitting us to what men call and carrots are; and, whatever people
may think, policemen don’t always come
“good-fellowship.”
up jut* when a fight is over, and it isn’t
Of course, in my youthful egotism, I
only women and little boys chat they colb, nded myself to all this; worshiped her,
lar—I should iike to see some of them
shut ray eyes, and—over I went.
that talk that way have to tackle some of
She was looking at the moon, and tell- the customers that
we have to do; they’d
ing me a quaint conceit about its inhab- mighty soon alter their tone, I
expect.
itants, while 1 was gazing upon hei sweet
there’s few
Why. taking it all
face, and burning for the moment to ar- businesses as are through,
more
risky than a
rive when I could tell her how devotedly
policeman's. In plenty of neighborhoods
I loved her. She pictured a lunar Arcadia lie
goes on duty with his life in his hand
and had mentally taken me by the hand
read and talk about the dangerous
and wandered through its blissful scenes People
classes, but it is the policeman that has to
—an angel introducing the spiiit of a
deal witt ’em, and it’s him as knows how
lunatic to its proper world.
dangerous
they are. They know whether
Now, upon my honor, beyond the free- it’s
women or boys that we collar;
only
dom of trust with which she had from the
they know who lays them by the heels,
first moment treated me, T can most truly and
they remember it with a vengeance.
say that Clara Bell had never given me “Revenge s sweet” is a motto with a good
any reason to believe that she was in love
many of them, and when they are loose
1 was a young, impetuous
with me.
they will often go a long way to have it
sailor, she a woman accustomed to being on the mat that
has been the means of
a
circle
of
and
Iriends,
large
petted by
caging ilierj—that was how I came by
had
who, remembering my profession,
the gash you see on the side of my face
treated me as a brother.

The Jack of Hearts ! Whenever I hear
I hose words my thoughts wander back
to one sunny May-day. when Clara Bell
came on board the hark of that name, of
which craft I was the proud commander.
It was ray lirst voyage as captain, and
we were bound for Santa Cruz, via Porto
Rico. The Clara Bell was not a passenger ship, but a regular West Indian
sugar drogher, and I was much surprised
when the owners informed me that I
would have to take charge ot two ladies,
who were to be landed at Porto Ilieo.
As
may be imagined, I did iny best to make
the cabin as pleasant as possible—bought
I am not fond of confessing my sins
a
canary, a melodeoii, and a dozen or
and weaknesses, but do this as a warning
two of lloweriug plants, and
prepared ray
officers for the occasion.
Mr. Winke, to other nautical idiots.
“Clara!” I tremblingly began. She
chief
had
a
weakness
for exmy
mate,
turned from me, and endeavored to withtreme undress, and preferred dining withdraw her hand, which 1 had imprisoned
out the incumbrances of coat and vest,
as I uttered her name.
“Clara!”
while Hill Hoffman, the second mate, had
No reply-—and upon my life, although
a penchant
for eating his meals standing
1 had uttered it in a whisper, the name
in the steward’s pantry, or on the break
of the poop, exposed al fresco to the seemed to mockingly echo back from the
1 felt her tremble.
hungry gaze of the crew. With ladies on gloom. However,
“Clara—my dear Miss Hell” (I was on
board, these eccentricies had to be abandoned ; and when the time arrived tor the edge of the fall,) “I am not used to
describing my ordinary feelings, and these
our passengers to embark, Mr. Winke
and Mr William Hoffman, arrayed in the are too deep tor utterance—but from the
T love you ?”
1 was
tightest and most uncomfortable suits of core of my heart
over the brink.
navy blue, were at the gangway to receive them.
“Captain !” she exclaimed This was
Unfortunately hut one lady
made her appearance. I say this because 1 a quencher.
“Miss Bcdl ?” I faltered.
had our charming passenger been ac"Will you do me a favor?’* she said.
companied by her aunt, as was first inNow or never, thought I.
“I’d die to—
tended, I should not have been so long a
to—”
deluded, blind, conceited son of the sea.
“Toil stupid man!" she laughed, “have
The. lady was introduced by one of the
1 given you any reason why you should
owners, Mr. John Shooks, of the firm of
thus address me ?”
j Hell, Shooks & Alewife. He was a thin,
“Miss Bell,” 1 humbly replied, “most
nervous New Englander, and after landing her upon the deck, said, “Captain, sincerely do I beg pardon tor my presumption !”
’low me to introduce you to Miss Clara
Turning her laughing face full upon
Hell!” and then left the ship as though it
me, she said, “Captain, I am not angry
were infected.
Now iuv father, who was an old sea with you, but beg that you will never recaptain, had come all the way from New vert to this again until we arrive at Porto
Bedford to see me oft', and was sitting in Rico, and then you must tell dear Jack all
about it.
T am not angry, for you have
the cabin when Miss Bell tripped aft.
I
noticed that lie seemed somewhat discon- shown yourself in every other way a true
certed, and when I had introduced my friend and gentleman. I completely forthis weakness on your part, and only
passenger to him, and sent for the colored give
stewardess whom i had shipped for the beg you will promise me that when we
meet dear Jack you will ask him il he
voyage, he motioned me to iro on deck.
will agree to what you wish !”
The lady begged that 1 would not
1 was floundering about in the "boil”
trouble about her, but attend to my father,
adding, “You and 1 will have plenty of at the loot of the mental Niagara, and she
had by her womanly tact, as it were,
time to talk during the voyage.”
fished me out and landed me.
i
Upon reaching the poop my father
“But to which Jack am I to confess?”
seated liimseit by the binnacle, and thus
addressed me: “Ned, you are about to I cried, beginning to treat the matter us a
make your first voyage as master, and to joke—serious enough to me, for I feel the
take charge of a lady passenger. Now wound to this day. “Not to the poodle,
mark my words: she will set her cap at surely ?”
“To the first Jack who comes on board
1 don’t mean to say that she isn’t
vou.
about as pretty as they make ’em, but, upon our arrival at Porto Rico !” replied
the lady, holding out tier hand. “Goodmy son, keep you weather eye open, or
she’ll fool you!
God bless you, lad- night, Captain G-.”
1 escorted her to the companion-way,
good-bye !”
Then, with a last warning shake of the and then returned to my seat.
I did not feel any great amount of selfhead and a tender grasp, my worthy
conceit just then; in fact, had a vvave
father quitted the ship.
In another hour we were running be- washed me off the poop at that moment,
fore a fresh breeze, and my passenger I should not have tried to return to the
ship. 1 had no doubt but that she was
was—invisible.
Two days passed, and on the third the engaged to some fellow—a mere mass of
stewardess informed me, “De lady pas- —well, not anything like myself. (SeltIn fact when
conceit rapidly returning.)
senger wants to see you, cap-tain !”
I came to
I told the gorgeous lemale, who was 1 had thought the matter over,
dressed in a bright pink muslin gown the conclusion that this charming, lovely,
trimmed witli blue, that I would he at the divine, superb, elegant, bewitching young
had been making fun of me, and that
lady’s service in a few moments, and then lady
she was really in love with some narrowfor
the
encounter.
myself
prepared
My
chested, vapid weak-constituted Porto
passenger was sitting upon the sofa, and
(Self-conceit quite recovered.)
at the first glance all my resolutions Rican.
I really began to pity her, and thought
vanished. 1 felt inclined to throw myself
at her feet, and make a complete idiot of that my dear, bluff old father was a second
myself in action as well as thought; but Solomon. But why had she set her cap
I suppose it was—well, l know
at me?
T didn't do it.
better now.
“Good-morning, Miss Bell!”

here.

I

had got

customer two years for
stealing leaf, and I was one of those that
escorted him to the van after ho was sen-

tenced, and

a

passed along he growls
out to me under his breath,
“You’ve
scored this chalk, but you may lay down
.is we

often rough onee. A mad-drunk
sailor ain’t a nice customer to handle, and

A

cases are

Short

TEXT—TIIE

Sermon.

ROLLING-MIIX.

a mad-drunk
soldier—especially when he
takes to the belt—is a decidedly nasty
Did you ever visit a rolling-mill ? Polone ; and sometimes your
swindling clerk, ished steel cylinders revolve in pairs, each
or absconding
bankrupt, will show his pair so geared that the surface in contact
teeth—pull out a pistol, or pick up a de- revolves in the same direction. Bars and
canter or a chair, and talk of knocking
plates of iron, blazing with intolerable
your brains out it you lay a hand on him ; brightness, are snatched from a fiery furthough of course we do lay hands on ’em nace and passed through the rolling profor all that.
II you dash in boldly at cess, till they come out not much thicker
them they generally knock under.
than paper.
Coiners used to be about the worst, but.
But occasionally the remorseless mathere’s not many about now.
There is chinery gets hold of something out of the
one customer, however, as is more
likely way of its legitimate business. For inthan not to make a light of it betore he'll stance, from some
village among the hills
be taken, and is generally a tough one comes a youth with his beloved to see the
to light, and that is the
escaped convict. sights, lie proceeds to explain :
It’s generally a desperate hand that does
“You seethe furnace yonder ? Well,
manage to escape, and one that's dread- tin; workmen drag out of the lire a great
fully fond of his liberty, and that knows bar, white hot, scattering sparks in every
that if he is took again he may bid a long direction.
They put it into the mill, ami
A gentleman of that
good-bye to it.
away it goes, coming out as thin as pastestamp gave me the stillest tussle I over board.”
had, ami the one I’m proudest of, for 1
“Yes, I see," replies the prudent dam(ought him fair, and took him single- sel, drawing back a little. “Yes, !mt
handed. When he made his escape he don’t go
quite so near.”
got, clear away, and lie had sense enough
“Oh, pshaw don’t I know all about it ?
not to hark back to bis old London
haunts, They stick the end of the bar just here
while the search was hot; but about a and—” the rest of the sentence is lost in
year afterwards he did venture back, and a shout of agony.
The revolving cylinI accidentally got wind of it.
ders have caught the poor fellow’s ex-

I knew that there were five
pounds for
one who took him, and I had a
pretty
good idea that the Governor of the prison
lie had broke out of would stand something more, but more Ilian all that, 1—
well, I may as well say it; 1 had not been
long in the force at the time, and I wanted
to show that [ had something in me; and
so, though I could have asked for help, 1
made up my mind to try to take him by
myself. I was twenty-seven at the time,

any

stood five feet eleven, weighed twelve

stone—good lighting weight—and, though
I say it my sell the convict, escaped or
unescaped, didn’t breathe that 1 leaped
to tackle single-handed.
It

was

was

of the man himself that I
he was a Tar-

not

afraid, though I knew

tar; what made the job so risky was the
danger of being set upon by the whole of
the gang to which lie belongs, and who
always went together, and would, I knew,
think nothing of
murdering a policeman.
I waited a lew weeks to see what chance
might turn up, and at length one afternoon I heard that the gang had picked up
some sailors, and
were spreeing
with
ilium in u pu'oliu house some liiile uisium-e

from their regular lurk; and

myself

that

1

might

wait

thinking

to

long enough
without finding any better opportunity, I

—

he could not have

pictured

the devastation and ruin wrought within
hours. Sueli a wind-storm was never lielore experienced in these counties.
The
oldest in .militant remembers a hurricane
twenty-live years ago, that swept everything before it, but as Washington was
then an insignificant village, the damage
was not material.
Five years later there
was

a

hail-storm

which did considerable

injury to the crops, but the tornado ot last
Thursday is the severest ever known in
Washington county.
THE TEMPEST

HOAK.

damage whatever was done in
Washington, the point nearest where tinstorm laid its destroy ing hand being about
No

miles distant. The -oar which acthis manifestation ol the anger
ot nature was distinctly heard here, and
it is said by- farmers who live ten miles
away, that they heard a peculiar, rumbling noise, and could not avoid connecting it with the storm. To some the noise
sounded like a heavy freight train at night,
when everything was reposing; toothers,
like musketry with an occasional dis-

six

companied

tended

linger; and mo-e rapidly than the
eye can trace the words which describe it,
the whole hand, the wist, forearm, the

charge ot artillery. Scarcely any light
ning Hashes were visihl ;. and only an occasional loud peal of 'litiiuliT was heard.
elbow, the upper arm, are drawn in and Tim rain fell in torrents, not in dropcrushed ; the body ot the victim is dragged biit in sheets, there appearing to be a Inkup against 'the cylinders, and then the ol water in the atmn.pher*-. The whole
is torn from its socket and fads in a
mass on the other side, while
the sufferer sinks writhing to the ground,
the blood pouring from the wound in

country was Hooded to the depth of several
inches, and it is feared the corn alreadv
planted has been washed out.

arm

shapeless

swift jets which no skill can stanch.
“But why did the fool stick his linger
into the machine?
He night to have
known better.”
Certainly his conduct isopen to criticism.
Vice ami sin ot every description are apt
to catch the
unsuspecting victim bv the
tip of the finger, draw him steadily and
relentlessly in among the wheels, and. in
the end grind his very bones to powder.
For instance, the young man who indulges in an occasional glass of gently ititr xicating drink has no suspicion that lie
is thrusting his venturesome hand into an
iron mill which grinds with tremendous
The wheels are polished so
power.
bright, and revolve with so little noise,
that they seem harmless. “Take care,”
says Mentor, but he replies, like the other
victim, “Oh, pshaw! don't f know all
about it ?"
()t course? he does,
lie knows that
some people get drawn in and crushed
hut you do not mean to insinuate, now,
that lie is as weak as they are ? He assures you, with solemn
emphasis, that it
lft> should at any time feel the slightest
pinch, he will at once withdraw to a sate
distance, lie intends to do it at the first
indication of danger; he is resolved to do
it; he is determined to do it; ho knows
that he will do it; and on he goes until
the remorseless wheels effectually dispel
his dream of safety.
Dishonesty is another mill which catch-

determined to try iny luck there and then,
and down to this public house I went.
There was no one then particular in the
bar, and so I passed through to the back,
and there in a shut-in skittle alley I caught
sight of tlie gang, eight in number, and
with three sailors in tow. 1 felt qualmish,
but I knew that it, wouldn’t do to give
way to that feeling, and so seeing my
gentleman there in the midst as large as
life, I put on ray boldest face, bounced into the alley, and shutting the door,
placed
my back against it. Though the gang
were taken by surprise; they didn't know
which of them might he wanted, and not es men by a single finger an 1 drags them
one of them said a word or moved an
on to their doom.
Under the influence ol
inch, but I noticed my man pick up a beer some urgent need, real or imaginary, the
pot and make a pretence of sipping at it, clerk yields to temptation, and approprithough I could see easy enough that hi* ates a tew dollars which do not dong tn
real move was to be ready to fling it at I him. He does not steal the money, remy head if it should turn on! that he was member; he merely borrows it for a day
the man wanted.
or Iwo, to be replaced as silently as he
[ caught his eye, and in an oft' handed look it, accommodating himselt and harmtone said :
Hut he does not tint! it coning no one.
“Oh, you know it’s you I’ve come for, venient to replace the amount as he exthen; but take my advice, don’t do any- pected. Time passes on, and the thought
thing in the pot-throwing line. It will occurs to him that all possible chance ol
only make things worse for you, tor the detection is passed, and that it will lie
house is surrounded, and there are men perfectly sale not to refund at all. Iii
enough in reserve to take a houseful of becomes more and more reconciled to dehadn’t been heard of since; but for all that you.”
lay.
Another pressing call lor money
I felt quite sure he would turn up in his
“1 shall make it death or glory this
comes, and lie finds it convenient to inold lurk again sooner or later, for his wife time,” ho answered, “and so here
goes;” crease the debt. Still I.is evil practices
and all his companions were there. So I and as he spoke the words he threw the are not discovered. He borrows more,
watched and watched, and sure enough at pot as hard as lie could, and then made a !j and feels less anxious about the time ot
the end of a couple of years I spotted him dash tor a window at the end of the allow payment. Thus, at last, all sense of honagain. I found out that he had only been The pot just skimmed my car. and then or is lost ; trend has become familiar to
back a week when I caught sight of him, I was on to him like a panther, and the mind, and the fatal hour of discovery
and so I didn’t try to flutter the nest too dragged him hack just as he got about and ruin is not far oft'.
[N. V. Evening
I let three months go by, so that half way out of the window.
soon.
I downed
Po.-l.
he might think he was all right, and then him, and had all but mastered him, when
1 wont in to score my next chalk.
one of the gang, that had
popped out as
Queer Things About Babies.
1 reported him, and half a dozen of us soon as my back was from the door, came
A great many curious tilings happen to
were told cfl'to take him.
Three went running back to tell the others that it was
into the house after him, two kept watch all gammon about there
being a reserve. babies, in this round world of ours. One
in the front, and I took ray stand at the This was enough for them. Without an- tiling is, planting them.
This is done by
back, the way he was likeliest to come it other word sah^they made a rush towards the dark-skinned women of llninea, and
he managed to make a run ol it.
As it me; and, though I still held my man, my isn’t half so dreadful as it sounds. The
turned out, he did make a run, or at any heart grew cold, and a prayer Hashed mother digs a hole in the ground, stands
rate hi' got a start.
through my mind, for 1 felt that L was baby in ii. and then [lacks the warm sand
It was a low built house, and before face to face with death. I knew that around him to keep him in place, as you
It keeps Him
those who went in could get up stairs he they’d stick at nothing, and that the very would set out a rose-bush.
dropped out of the bed-room window', same gang had kicked a man to death out of mischief, and he can play in the
coming down safely on his feet; but be- only a few months before. 15ut I was in sand while his mother works. AH day
fore he could take to his heels I was facing luck.
long he stays in his odd crib, and at night,
I would have called to the sailors lor when she is done with her work, he is dug
him, my right hand holding my staff
ready-drawn behind ray back my loft help, but they looked helplessly drunk, out. When this agricultural mother wants
hand ready to collar him.
and two of ’em was, but the third, as it to carry baby about, she ties him into a
“Oh, it’s you, is it?” he grilles out be- happened, was only half-seas over. He lit tie chair, which she straps to her hack.
tween his teeth, and before I could say a was a big lump of a fellow, a Yankee If it is some very grand occasion, lie is
word or move an ir.ch, he had whipped mate, as T knew aftei wards, and about as dressed neatly in stripes of white paint,
out a large clasp-knife.
I could see mur- cool and hold a card as there well eonld and ornamented with dozens of brass
der in Ins eye, and so I dashed in at once he. As they sprang forward, so did he, bracelets and rings on arms and legs. A
to seize him; but before 1 could lay hold
and whipping out a revolver, says he, in funny looking baby he must be! If von
of him he had gashed my hand to the an aggravated sort of way, “Gentlemen, don’t fancy a erin of sand for a baby,
bone—and then ,t was my turn. He was fair play is a jewel, and I like to see it re- what do you think of a big shoe, stuffed
drawing back to make a running stab at spected—and so I will. They arc man to with moss to make it comfortable? The
me, when, quick as lightning, and with man, and pretty fairly matched, and if the j droll little Haps, cradle their babies in
all the strength I could put into it, I officer can take him, he shall.” Whether I that way. The shoe is large, ot course,
It come up
swung round my right arm and caught or not he would have fired at them, they j and made of reindeer skin.
him with the staff full in the face, felling must have believed so, for they slunk i high at the hack, like the slippers we wear
Uieo
about
We arrived oil l orto
day- him like a bullock.
He was qui'e sense- hack. All the same they had done a good now-a days, and is turned up at the toes.
“Good-morning, captain,” reaching out
her pretty little hand, and exhibiting—oh ! break the next morning, and as I gave
I he moss with which it. is stuffed is lhe
less, and by the time the others got round thing for their mate.
the word, “Let go the anchor!” Clara 1 had him
such a perfect arm !
handcuffed.
When we
Wnile this had been going on 1 had, fatuous reindeer moss, soft and white;
quietly
saluted me as cheerfully as
am ;unmi uiai iseeineu
very sneepisn. came up and
got him to the station we sent for a doctor without knowing it slackened my hold, and the odd little hlack-eyed baby looks
1 know 1 I'elt so, and began to look out of though I had never confessed to her the to dross his wound, hut he wouldn’t have and
comfortable hanging from the tree,
my man, putting out all his strength very
the stern port.
Tlie lady was quite cool, real state of my affections.
Perit touched, and insisted upon being taken in a sudden move, threw me oil', and got or slung across its mother’s back.
I couldn’t help worshiping her still
and went on with her embroidery in a
into court next morning with his face all
on to his feet, and before I could close
haps this baby who lives in a shoo is no
persevering manner. At last 1 stammered quietly, ot course—and her dress finished marked; but though he certainly looked with him again, had drawn a life pre- more comical than the baby who lives in
I lent her my binocular, and horrible
the matter.
out.
enough, he didn’t make anything server. He made a dash at me with it, a fur-bag, another sober little black-eyed
“Are you quite well now. Miss Bell?” she rested it on ray shoulder as though I
his move. He was well known, and and aimed a crushing blow at my head. baby, away off in the shivery Esquimaux
by
“Oh, dear me, yes, captain ; but I have had never “gone oyer the falls.”
besides, though I struck with a will, I
Fortunately it only reached my shoulder, huts. Besides being cuddled up in a fur“There he is !” she cried, almost drop- struck in
one favor to beg of you—please don’t call
self-defence, and for life. He but even there f was a crippler for the bag at his mother’s back, this round-faced
in
her
excitement.
me Miss Bell; all my friends call me
little fellow wears a fur-hood, and looks
ping mj’ telescope
hail penal servitude, and he didn’t live to time being, for I felt my arm drop useClara, and as you are to be my guardian “Oh, they have shaved half of his body ! do his time out.
less at my side,
lie staggered a bit from like some strange kind of animal peeping
and dear Jack, he is looking at me!”
until we reach Porto Kico, we may as
That is the sort of customer a police- partly missing his blow, and before he out in the world. You may have seen the
well be friends from the first.
You will Here she kissed her hand to something in man lias sometimes to tackle, and he could recover himself I was
along side of Indian jiaby, or papoose, bound flat to a
the boat, and then grasped mine, and never knows the
kindly not call me miss !”
or hour he may have
him, and lie went over like a ninepii.. and board—poor little creature! One tribe,
day
Ah, 1 thought, you are setting your cap said, “Don’t you forget. Captain G-!” to tackle. Men as are wanted will
gener- held up his hands to have his bracelets the Elatheads, make a rude sort ot box of
at me, just as my father
bark or willow-work, and wrap the baby
Six-foot brother ! I thought, as the boat ally come quiet enough, when they find put on.
predicted ; but
then she did it so naively, and 1 felt so
It was only about two minutes’ job al- —“little man,” they call him—in a piece
swept alongside; but cousin Jack and they are fairly dropped upon; but still
flattered, that I threw paternal advice to brother Jack were, one after another, you can never be quite certain of them : together, but it was a mighty tough one, of blanket, strap him tightly to the box,
the winds, and, figuratively speaking,
recognized and kissed to in pantomime ; if the drink or the evil is in them at the I can tell you, and a dangerous one, too; and hang it across two sticks. Besides
stepped past “the point ot caution,” and and I began to wonder which of the time, the}- may take it into their heads to and what I say is, that when people talk this, the unfortunate little lellow has a
was
floundering among the “rapids” ere knaves would he her trump card. They show fight, and when they do they’re not about policemen, they should remember board bound over his forehead to make
I knew where I was.
Before dinner-time were all tall, handsome, and anything particular to trifles—the first thing that that
they never know the day nor hour him a Flathead. Even the Russian peasi was—gone.
but the puny creatures of my imagination. comes handy they’ll use. But, as I said when, in the way of duty, they may have ant mother cradles her baby on a square
“For whom are you making that ornaJack number one, with the poodle,
before, it's when they go in for being re- to tackle a job in which their lii'e is at board, hung from the wall by strings from
ment, Miss—-pardon me—Clara ?”
I re- climbed up the side, and,
each corner, like the pan in a balance. In
running aft, venged on you that they are most danger- stake.
India the funny little black babies either
spectfully inquired, glancing toward a caught Clara in his arms, while she ous. It isn’t a case of fighting then; they
sort ot band which she was embroidering.
A most susceptible young gentleman sit on their mother’s hips and hold on by
laughed and cried by turns, patting his don’t give you the chance to fight; they
“For ray .Jack, captain.”
was Frank Chandler, late of Fryelmrg,
brown face and saying:
clasping their hands over her shoulder, or
creep upon you—in the dark for choice—
“IIow old is he?” I insinuated.
“Dear Jack ! oh, dear Jack !”
and are up to all sorts of cruel, cowardly First of all he fell in love with his father’s they take airy rides in a basset on her
“Oh, dear Jack says that he’s quite a
The poodle sniffed round me as though ways ot laying a man. Many a fine man young housekeeper and secretly married head.
These babies are elegantly dressed in
puppy yet,” she replied. He’s a Porto Rico half afraid that I was a weak, self-con- has been made a cripple tor life, in doing her. But upon the avowal of this union
old Mr. Chandler declared that he did not armlets, bracelets, anklets, and leglets (it
ceited young skipper, who ought mt to or for
poodie !”
having done his duty as a police“Oh!” I gasped, beginning to conjure
be noticed; but soon brother Jack and man, and some have been killed outright. approve of it, and so the wife went home one might make a word), finger-rings,
cousin Jack came tearing aft, and then the
Then see how a policeman has to go to her family. Chandler straightway fell toe-rings, ear-rings, and nose-rings. As
up a rival—“a dog?”
“Yes, captain ; but why did you inquire brave little woman—Miss Clara Bell— into a row, and take his chance of what in love with another young lady, and to clothes, they don’t need many when
in so grave a manner?”
told them all how good I halt been to her, may happen trom interfering with wild or wanted to marry her before the divorce they wear so much jewelry. China babies
The words were on my lips, “Clara—” and—
drunken men with their blood up; again, proceedings were finished. To this the —not dolls, but babies that live fn China
but fancying that I detected a slight tinge
“To which Jack am I to confess ?” I see how he has to go into a house where old gentlemen naturally objected, which —are sadly in the way among the poor.
of sarcasm in her voice, I merely replied, ruefully inquired,
knowing that either “murder” is being shouted, and where so discouraged the youth that he look a Sometimes they are cradled in a bag on
“Oh, l didn’t mean anything.”
manly fellow would be a lenient judge.
perhaps the first thing that meets his sight dose of laudanum and is no longer in the their mother’s back, and sometimes they
“I’m glad of that,” answered the lady,
“To dear Jack!” she laughed; “but is a man more than half-mad, and slash- land ot the living. The father is one of are tied to the backs of older children,
who go about as if they had no such load.
“because I want you to thorougly under- wait a moment. When Mr. Shooks in- ing right and left with a poker. Then the wealthiest farmers of that region
stand me.”
troduced you, what did you think he there is being at fires, and being out in
Many poor Chinese live in boats on the
She fixed her glorious eyes on me as said ?”
A minister going to dine after service river, and the baby that comes to such a
all sorts of weather, so that what with
she spoke, and—I felt worse than ever.
“Miss Clara Bell!” I answered, be- one thing and what with another, a police- with one ot his deacons, came upon the family is tied by a long rope to the mast.
I saw it all at a glance; sent to New
man’s is both a hard job and a risky one. hired boy ot his host, digging at a wood- It is long enough to let the child creep
coming wiser every moment.
York in order to finish her education ;
“Dear old Shooks! he always pro- If there’s any one as thinks as it ain’t chuck’s hole. The parson, who was un- around, but not long enough to let him
been cooped up in a genteel seminary; no nounces the word Mrs. as Miss, and that risky, just let ’em ask any
policeman’s known to the boy, checked his rein, and fall overboard. There is another curious
congenial society; vacations spent with was how you became confused ; but now wife as cares for her husband how olten accosted him with, “Well, my son, what custom regarding babies which prevails in
old Bell, who was probably her uncle;
one dies, it
is
you see I am Mrs. Clara Bell, and I ad- she has lain awake, fearing something are you doing there?” “Digging out a some parts of China. It
now
I—freedom—gallant sailor, etc., etc. mit to having kept up the joke; but be- might happen to him, when lie’s been on woodchuck, sir,” said the boy. “Why, not buried, as older people are; it is
I soon
but don’t you know that is very wicked? thrown out carelessly, and crackers are
got over the “rapids,” and on fore dear Jack 1 ask you to forgive me, night duty in a bad quarter!
the fourteenth day went “clean over the my
What class of criminals are the most And, besides, you won’t get him if you fired off at the door. Here and there, at
very good friend G-■!”
falls.”
All the Jacks had smothered her with dangerous for a policeman to have to deal dig for him on Sunday.” “Get ’im,” said the corners of streets, charitable people
She told me all about her
family—her caresses, and “my Jack” was in her arms. with ? Well, I hardly know ; the regulars, the boy; “thunder! I’ve got to get ’im ! build small houses with openings to drop
father and mother, brother Jack, cousin
“My friends !” I said noticing that they the “habitual criminals,” as they are The minister’s coming to our house to the neglected little bodies in and that is
Jack, dear Jack, and my Jack; and I understood the joke, “will one of you be called, are much ot a muchness. A sneak- dinner and we ain’t got any meat.”
all the burial they get.
quite understood why she had named her kind enough to point out clear Jack to ing thief may turn Turk upon you, while
poodle Jack; but in our delicious game me ?”
a burglar or
Boggs wants to know why a kiss is like
Why is a bootblack like a clever schoolgarotter, as you might think
ol—whist-flirtation I eared little about her
Mrs. Bell advanced, and placing the likely to show fight, will often let himself master? Because he polishes the under- a rumor? Because it goes from mouth
to mouth.
playing lour knaves, as I thought that 1 hand she had most tenderly caressed, in be took as quietly as a lamb. The chance standings.
any odds that I’ll score the next if I have
to die for it.”
I could tell that he meant what he said,
and I bore it in mind. When he was out
again I kept well on my guard whenever
I saw him lurking about, but at
length he
was too sharp for me.
One rather foggy night I was passing
the top ot a dark side-street, when hearing a rush I wheeled round as quickly as
I could—but it was too late. I just caught
sight of the scoundrel making aswinging
hit at me with a bottle tied in a handkerchief, and the next instant I was stretched
senseless. I shall carry the mark of the
blow to the grave with me, as you may
see, and it was pretty nigh carrying me
to the grave; I was within half an inch ot
death, as you may say, for it it had been
half an inch more on the temple it would
have been an end of me.
As it was, it
laid me up tor about three months, but
beyond marking me, it did me no permanent harm.
When 1 got on duty again I said nothing,
but made up ray mind that there should
be a third chalk to the game between me
and the fellow that struck the blow.
He
had bolted as soon as he had done it, and

imagination,

IN

THE

LINE OK THE

STORM

everything, except here and there

a

mile

which the whirlwind seems
to
have jumped, is desolate-looking.
Scarcely a house, b irn, slo! or granary
is let).
All were swept away as clean lithe fire wiped away the North Side of
Chicago. The ex ict starting point of tiestorm is not known, but it is believed I
have been in Keokuk comity, probably
few miles west of Lancaster, which tow.,
it is said, was totally demolished. It ad
vanced in another easterly direction, pass-

or

two over

ing north ot Tally-rand about three miles,
and south ot Keota through the (ferniai
settlement called Bail' ll, approaching the
line
ot
\\ asmngton county, when' u
jumped a distance of about eiglit mil's,
northwest of Washington, on the tarn) ot
Frank Brown. Remaining on the ground
tor six or eight miles, i! passed up Highland township
Leaving the earth here,
it struck again in Middle township, where
its force was spent, and it disappeared as
suddenly as it appeared. Those who saw
the commencement sav they first noticed
an immense black mass, which to some
resembled a huge haystack in shape, and
to others a baloon, with the small end
toward tlie ground. They could not see
beyond its borders, hut as it went by,
they saw mud and boards living in all di-

i

rections.
RAPIDITY

Ol

THE CYCI.OXE.

Houses were torn from their foundations, as it they were chart', broken and
twisted into a million fragments, some of
which were forced into the ground two or
three feet. Cattle were libed up, curried
to
some distance and hurled headlong
earth. One Imiter, three years old.
j the
was thrown into a ditch, head first, and
when found her head and neck wcie
buried in the mud. This is an -n-tnal fact,
as 1 saw it myself, the owner haring left,
the animal where she was thrown to satisfy
the incredulous. S.-v-ral steers had pieces
of timber forced into their sides, and quite
j a number were thrown down so violent!)
that their limbs and horn- were broken

give an adequate d*
progress of the evi-Jone
It moved forward so rapidly, and thos
who saw it approaching mi- -oha'llv
frightened that they thought only of then
own
s:liety. What met their view tin
e mid not avoid looking at, although fen
seems to have confused their minds an t
rendered them unable to give a satisfactory account of it. As far as I have been
aide to learn, no man who possesses even
a
superficial knowledge ol storms observed it. Those wild were ill its midst
and escaped with broken lint! sand bruised
bodies hare no distinct recollection of any
thing except that they were lift 'd up.
carried along with the rapiditv of lightning and landed suddenly in the mud
A few more in their dwellings, and e
they thought, sale, found themselves
sprawling on the ground, but how tlo
got there they are unable to tell. Some
sought a refuge in the cellar o' their
boost's and, while crouching in tin comers
trembling trout tear, saw the buildings
(tin- house
lifted up and blown away,
was thus demolished, and the root ot :t
The latter
granary near by nirried oil'
was tilted tip, and the gr tin in il vv;.s tie
pos ted in the open-mouthed cellar.
It is impossible
seription ot tin1

to

set.ni.s in-

1

reporter of

torn
I

in;in.

Tribune took a rid'
over the route of tin- hurricane this m u u
ing, and was astonish- ! at. tic- tiiin
wrought in an hour or two. The first
farm visited was that ot John (< 'tinning
ham, which is about s.-ven miles north
Neither the burn
east of Washington.
or the house was risible.
They had been
A

to

pieces,

tIt

and

only

lew

a

fragments

remained, nearly all the timber having
been blown away.
Pieces of boards
were slicking out of the fields, some ot
them imhcddi d in the ground two fee',
and -ii tightly tint! they could not lie |iulied
Dead stock was visible everywhere
out.
horses. Cows, pigs and chickens having
been hustled about -o lively as to lie de-

prived

there

while

of the breath of life.

pigs impaled
frequently chickens

were

Here and
the ground

were

encoun-

Tl
them.
latter statement may seem absurd, hut it
is a fact.
XJuce hundred head of stock
The buildings dewere killed outright.
stroyed were worth about 840t.ni, In the.
dwelling when the tornado approached
were Mrs. Mct’oy, daughter ol .Mr. Cun-

tered without

ningham.

and

a

feather

to

Mrs.

on

Carringer

and

two

children of the former.
They went into
the cellar for shelter but remained there
only a short time, being lifted up and
carried some distance and thrown to the
Mrs. McCoy had her head cut
ground.
Mrs. Carringer
and was badly bruised.
was rendered
insensible, but was not
seriously hurt. The children were un-

injured.
They were found lying
heap beside the cellar walls.
A

in

a

SCHOOL ATTACKED.

About forty rods distant from the Cancer
larni stood the Keedlcl'ord school
house.
It was an old frame building
made of square timbers.
Nothing remains on the site, but a quarter ot a mile
down the road were found what had evidently been portions of it. School was in

session when the cyclone made it appearance, about twenty scholars being in attendance. Thi> rumbling frightened them,
and they gathered around the teacher.
Miss Smith, thinking she could protect
The building shared the same late
them.
as the* others which came within the grasp
ot the tornado, and teaeher and scholars
cannot imagine how they got into the
The wind demolished the
roadway.

windows first and rushing into the building lifted it up as if it were made of paper,
and knocked it about like a shuttlecock.
A daughter of Henry Rat lintel, aged 11
years, was in the doorway, and, seeing
the black cloud coming, started to run
No one knew what had become of
out.
her until they found her mangled body
half an hour afterward in the mini a quarShe must
ter ot a mile down the road.
have been raised by the wind and carried
along. She had very little clothing when
found, and her remains were covered
with mud.
Miss Smith and six of the
scholars, whose names could not lie
learned, were injured, three or four of
One very singular
them dangerously*.
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When found, she
e.e
a
i.r ..I twins in her arms,
" was bruised and tail, and
i'll I.
I .wing morning.
The other
I
up.-.!. :. aigii no one can tell how.
b >. being unable to tell his
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a.
IM. e <.» her other children
jjere
set.house and received serious
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ml .'till remains mi.
Ills
b: several place-, but his reon:
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DESTRUCTION.

The storm in its rapid march dealt
death and destruction wherever it went.
There is sorrow in nearly every household. and the entire country is in active
sympathy with those who mourn. They
know not how soon they themselves may
be visited by a similar calamity. This
event will not be soon forgotten.
Those
who haw last friends will remember it
while they live, and so will those who
have witnessed the destruction o! property
and the ruin spread over a wide strip of
our common country.
More horrors than
have Inn'll enumerated might be told, but
untiling mol need be added to the lamentation-; that rise from many a broken
heart. The li-l of killed thus far made
mit im-hides fitteen names; eight children,
five women, all married but one, and two
men.
About thirty were severely injured,
-d whom seven are not expected to recover.
There are all sorts of rumors
afloat as to persons missing, and on all
is
P
pertaining to the disaster. The
1 os— ,11 properly is variously estimated at
1:
a
>100,000 t>» *200,000. but probably
--
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Another
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At a quarter before nine o'clock serious
fears were felt for the whole of that
part
ol Boylston street between
Washington
street and the Common, on the
northerly
■ode.
rite Boylston Bank
building, with
the extensive establishment of W. C.
Beeves A* Co., dealers in gent’s
furnishing

!

|

lumps

<rge

Boylston

street, were

attacked in the rear
s'
;n
were roinn! as
j .-leeiv, and seemed destined to fall. It
n « -lightly oblong, like a i
was
said, however, that a twenty-inch
lik< floorparty wall at this point would save the
k \ rame with a detonat1>
corner, and on this
the anxious
;
M
pistol. \o crowd waited. At 9.1bhope
the steeple of the
.<
t
rf‘ w as as much as
B atch stn et church
*. irili
caught fire at the top
to be sf nick 1 >v one of
oid hunted down
gradually. The spread
! 1 >rses
i.al 11;issiIe>
ol (lie tiro at this
point was anxiously
••!•
tli* til. and in doing so
watched by residents on Harrison .avenue.
\
!
mm 11 i-ir
liitehing-post.s. and
At about this time, also, the roof of the
A th: -ugh tin* terrified town,
Globe Theatre caught tire, and the buildvehicle nj. the fate of the
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were
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doe.*- iii various
Mlv ; die.itinn Sigourney had
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tornado.
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1
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1
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lean* rs and scholars
1
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THE Ot TUNE OF T11F,

EIRE..

At hall-past eleven o’clock' the
cheering
intelligence was sent along the lines that
lie* eonrse of the lire was
probably staved.
1 he Iasi movement ol the lire
department
was to concentrate in one or two
places
at
its margin and the effort
proved suefcssUii

Looking over the new burnt and
bunting distract the area covered has tin;
following boundaries, and is about four
acres:

death

Tlief were
bjp d.• tt
anticipate serious
l
he lmilding w-; lift-Mi”-1, turn* 1 round, and
■•••
aw-:y. wh-M’e it was
:
up with care, as if
•"
tliere were within
v.
1 .hat
di mid no*
Tin- inhabitants of the
w what
happen- 1 hern
asset! ill search «>t
1
child: eii w re bruised
1 ling
desk and scats,
ei i msh
>n
injured,
/

ing next to it. known as Arlington Hall,
containing the eating rooms of Crawford
A C.
was
(bund hurtling on tiie (op.
'streams were placed by ready firemen on
these buildings and the roofs we! 1 wet
down, hut the persistent flames retained
their hold, especially of the Globe building. The Engle Clothing House, on the
corner ol Washington ami Essex, then began to move their go.-ds, and water was
poured upon the roofs in this vicinity like
a
deluge.

Washington street.

Commencing mi the west side, just below Haymarket place, the last number
going south is ;!Pb, being the building oe'upie.l by i\ illiam P. Emerson, Boston
b'gun <’ unpan.y
Extending to the north
'lid at right angles to Washington street,
In lire hunted
through to a lot ot clwelii ir houses in the court of
Haymarket
pi te a abutting the buildings destroyed on
\\ ashmgtott street. Going east and south-

lets made a sweep hack to Washington street without going to
Boylston
j street, tailing short of the latter street at
duinti, announcing
I mtgomerv A Co.’s confectionary store.
une loud roar which
No. 19.') Washington street.
The rear of
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it
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velocity of
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old

stalne, where the fire

’(mnii'Mict'il, and
rk of the

w,

employed

was saved
by diligent
firemen, carpenters and others

upon it, who used every ooneivahle sort of hand apparatus. This
building is only scorched.

Extending

to the east side of
Washingstreet the last number left
standing,
geing smith to Essex, is that numbered
.t-to, occupied bv Miller piano manufactory and Hibbard A Co.
This gives the
corner
boundary on tiiis side of Washington .street at
Hayward place. Down Hayward place the tire spread
rapidly, but beconfined
to the south siite. There
ing
Was great
r
dang) that it would be driven
n\
the. gust of wind through to
Chauney
street, and it was only after a severe
struggle that it was an assured thing that
il would not touch the
newly occupied
warehouse on this
important importing and jobbing street. The course ot
the. tire alter it had crossed
Washington
street, was southeast by south, and
taking
the south side ot Hayward
place through
to tlie ells ol the Chauney street
ton

STREET—WEST SIDE.

On the west side of Washington street
Dr. Jourdan’s Gallery of Anatomy, 397,
is destroyed ; James Ferrace’s Parisian
hair store, 401 ; Conant Brothers, hoop
skirt store, 397 1-2; Rhodes & Ripley,
wholesale clothiers, and George Foster,

409, hats and caps, were burned out on
Summer street at the other fire, and lose
everything now : John AI. Maguire, shirt
store, and Reiehart’s International Hotel.
415; Burnham’s photographic gallery;
Haley, Morse & Co., 411 ; Wetherell &
Co., apothecaries, successors to John 1.
Brown : Mullen, Ide & Co., burned out on
Summer street, again lose everything;
Geo. Thompson, dry goods, 421; Newman's tailoring store; and a large number
of offices and rooms unknown up to the
present writing.
STREET—NORTH

Boylston

street

the

SIDE.

firms

were

to remove their goods at an early
part of the fire, as it came up to their rear
doors. W. C. Reeves & Co., occupied
the corner of Washington street; next to
them came R Munroe & Son’s custom
made clothing establishment. Gambrinus
Hall comes next, and with the adjoining
buildings was soaked with water so as
to spoil everything not moved away.
Knappe’s wine, beer and billiard cellar,
.1. F. Swain & Co., watch, clock and
jewelry dealers. Boylston Dining Rooms,
the glass tablets manufactory, Emerson,
Belaud & Co.’s paper collar warehouse,
and the Pilot building were all wet
through and more or less touched by the
flic
At half past 11 it was believed possible to control all the flames on this

obliged

street.
1.111 >131 I'.K

I I. AI

r..

C. D. Homer, trustees of Holilis heirs,
three houses, $7500.
A. C. Trott heirs, dwelling, $2500.
William Rnttle (dressing room (flobe
Theatre,) $2500.
HAYMARKET PLACE.

While the store of

Haley,

Morse & Co.

burning fiercely, the firemen who
were working in Haymarket place were
suddenly startled by the crash of the rear
walls, which came tumbling upon the
dwellings on the north side of' Haymarket
place. The houses were crushed as quickly as though they had been egg shells,
end the thoroughfare was tilled with deli'i< six or seven feet high.
The firemen had barely time to escape
with their lives, and were compelled to
abandon Extinguisher No. 1, which was
entirely ruined. Officers West and Coombs
were both knocked down by the
tailing
mass and
barely escaped with their lives.
The demolition of the dwellings referred
to gave the firemen a good opportunity to
was

cheek the ravages of the tire in that direction, and the fire at that point was soon
under complete control
The building
numbered ti was also destroyed.
ESSEX

STREET.

The flames spreading to the southward
and to the rear of the Globe Theatre
building, soon worked round into Essex
street, and involved the whole north side
of the street as far as Chimney street in
the general ruin.
At half past ten that
side of the street was in flames, the tire
travelling with great rapidity. Through
the most energetic ami courageous efforts
on the part of the firemen, the conflagration was successfully fought, and the progress of the destruction in this locality
arrested at noon.
At half-past eleven the lire made, as it
seemed, the last effort to assert its power,
a perfect sheet ot flames
rolling up from
the burning mass and sweeping across the
street, as if to drive before it the firemen
on the roofs ot the
building opposite.
Soon after it became evident that the
fire was under control in this quarter at

least.
The tire in this" quarter %as confined
almost exclusively to the north side of the
street, the large granite building on the
northeast corner of Washington street,
which was saved by the thick brick partiwall
of the Globe Theatre building.
Although escaping the tire, the building
was flooded with water, which caused extensive damage.
The losses on buildings destroyed, at
the assessors valuation, foot up $560,500;
deducting 20 per cent, salvage on building materials, the actual loss on real
estate is $455,700. Estimated total loss

$1,250,000.
The recent bank robbery at St. Genevieve. Mo., has rarely been surpassed for
the cool audacity and successful strategy
which its authors displayed. At the opening of the bank the cashier stood upon
the steps of the bank talking with a gentleman named Rozier. They noticed two
men
walking down the street looking
intently at the bank, and they soon walked
up the steps into the bank, the cashier
preceding them. He started to go behind
the counter, and when lie had got about
half way, one of the men put two navy
revolvers at his head and commanded him
to open the safe.
At the same time the
other man drew a pistol on young Rozier,
threatening to kill him if he opened his
mouth. Intimidated by the'threats of the
robbers, the cashier opened the safe, when
tli- thieves seized a package containing
several thousand dollars in notes and a
box containing a large amount of gold
coins and other valuables.
After making
a clean sweep of all that was of
any value
in the bank, the robbers forced the cashier
to go about two hundred yards from the
bank, where two more men and tour
horses were found waiting.
As the party
came up one of the horses got loose and
ran off, and at the same miment a German

came

ground.
SloKM
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W Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St.,
is an authorized Agent tor the Journal. *

along in

a

mounted their horses and fled with their
booty. The fact that the robbery took
place in the busiest part of the day, when
the streets were tilled with people passing
to and fro, makes this peformance not a
little remarkable. A vigorous search has
been instituted for the detection of the
robbers, but it has thus far proved unsuccessful.
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whether Kent sticks or withdraws, whether Dingley swill s on tlie
So

ness.

crest

ot

tlie

or

wave,

weighty Stone, all will

sunk by

is

lie the sime.

the

The

fuss and troth of the newspaper war over
the matter is of the very smallest account.
The danger which confronts the party,

and which it will he the main work of the
Convention to endeavor to avert, is of another and much more formidable kind. It
will be called upon to explain that which
be explained, and to reconcile
what is irreconcilable. Ot course the convention must declare lor public economy.
When so much is being said in condemna-

cannot

tion ot tlie lavish

expenditures

in all the

departments,

and of the immense approit will tie impossible not to

of

in

pisciculture,

nets in the

party, the President of the United
Will it do to pass him by
in silence? Assuredly not.
Shall he be
censured for signing the salary bill, as
the

States?

condemned for passing it ?
The answer to that, from the radical stand
point, is Yes—and No. Yes, because the
is

Congress

is

a

corrupt

they thrive.
A more cruel dilemma was never prepolitical assemblage. It is be-

sented to a
set

by pitfalls and dangers

every hand.
How will republicans like Hon. A (!.
Jewett, men who have scorned and denounced the salary bribe and all concerned
in it, get along in such assemblage?■ Suppose Mr. Jewett to represent Belfast in
that convention, as his eminence and exon
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most

the

biggest
in the history of
ter have stayed

annv ever

gut

the world.

together
had bet

Ib

at home, for the

pluck)

(.reeks gave his lug army a tremendous
thrashing, and drove it out of the rountrv.
The king was inclined to dissipation, and

l

disciples of

tiie

as

,\. a! I low had no1 then

dawned upon the world, h" was alec to
it i
sii
procure considerable tipple.
posed that this desire t"i «tne new exeitemeilt was expressed .0 an early hour

in

verse v. I.ieh,
should -ay is

a

we

sometliing like this—
I

s:iiil that Xt rxrs offered a reward
l‘> him who should invent him a new pleasure;
M"thinks tin n • juisitton’s rather hard.
Ami must have cost Ilfs mnjostv a tiv.t~11t
For my part I’m a moderate'minded hard.
Fond oi a tittle love, which 1 call ieisnr
And ask not for m u pleasure', as tiie dM
Are ijuite enough lor 'me, -o they hut ho<!.

The result ot the experiments recently
instituted the on Paeilic coast has been
watched

with great interest, ami th.- rejubilation at San Francisco over a

is

glowing

accounts which

arc

made

tiie west have their litll" drawhick.s in

<>l

the

history

of

reality.

We

publi-h the
detailed account .a! one on the outside
this week.
A sense of inse.-urilv must
prevail in the eommuniiy in which a
man’s house and contents, himself includ-

to. and that

a

resolu-

of confidence in Gen. Grant In* introduced and put upon its passage. Could
Mr. .Jewett sit silent, and dumbly stultify
himself? Or would his voice be heard

tion

denouncing

in

indignant tones

the false-

hood and abasement of such a proceeding—and carrying with him like a torrent
the honest portion of his audience ?
Whatever may

happen

the conven-

in

tion, or whatever may lie suppressed, one
thing is certain—the party in power has a
millstone about its neck with which it
must sooner or later go to the bottom.
The President’s approval made the swindle
a law.
He gave it his signature either because he thought it right, or because he
dishonestly desired to pocket a hundred
thousand dollars. Now suppose the next

Congress
premised.

has been

passes
repeal,
Is the President to approve
that, and be upon both sides of a question
that hasn’t but one side to an honest man ?
Then will his last condition be worse than
the first. At best the party is in a pitiful
condition. We shall await with interest
the gathering of the radical sachems, to
see il be possible for them to handle lire
and not lie burned.
As we said, the
leaders will agree to anything tor the sake
a

as

harmony and possible success; it is
among the people, outside of the oflieeholding fraternity, that, we look for revolt.
of

And we do not believe that
lutions can lie hatched or

a

set of reso-

patched,

to

stuck

and hog are pinned
to the earth with hair, rafter.-,
d’ .Maine
is said to have a pretty severe eliinale;

A scheme to imitate the

Mont Oenis
tunnel by boring a subterranean passage
through the Roekv Mountains is now on
foot. The idea is to tunnel the mountain
from a point one mile below Black Hawk

but

Letter

Veteran Association, the Rockland Band, tire
governim nf, Ac,, taking a
part in the procession. The day was pleasant,
hut Clouds of dust tilled the air.
Our sprinkling committee need a little ■'luring up thi* season.
Somehow or other tt v
don't come up to the standard of previous v-ars.

Park, it will find its most
It.
convenient route, through the tunnel.
will be called the Sierra Mad re funnel

Perhaps

already

been

filed.

his tour.

Whig during

by Henry Ward Beecher, in

his last Sab-

—The Congressmen who pocketed the
salary steal generally hold that J. Iscariot
was a gentleman who was greatly mis-

understood, and whose memory is treated
with cruel disrespect.
-Miss Mank, the

alleged

The Reform Clubs are to have a grand powhere this week, bth, and probably after
this session is through rum will llovv more
freely than ever.
Business is very much depressed here at

murderess of

yvow

Baker, is in Wisoasset jail, to await
lake place in September, at Rockland. She. protested her innocence ot the crime, and refused to
leave the court room, and had to be taken
out by force.
l)r.

trial, which will

present, owing in a great
stringency ot the lime market.

and the Modoc

things are happening in
Henry A. Wise, of Virginia,

—Strange

exceedingly glory

beauty of radicalism.
that he will

election,

as

Wise

A

for Governor at the next

independent administra-

tion candidate—but his chances look

ex-

The Maine tepiiblieans
who remember the death ot Jonathan
Gilley will not he particularly proud of
this accession to the parly.

ipieslion
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An rvnletior of how “tilings were sadly
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•I o 11 (* s,
ehan.grd." during the progress ol the tire,
ho bus •*!•■'.
;
cook Oil -t C'ta-t*
wa
quite ludicrously illustrated in my amount t,> min r—ay- tin' ai !i t*>
u-i
own experience.
In all innocence of im- Ulc rudder i- d" 1\ "a -t.
: inn
pending calamity, I took in tow another
'I’llfee luindn
| ,|„n
vy..•
stolen from tin* Wai.'it'm.i Bairn bi\
aptu'erialive feminine, to see all there was bon,Is returned
the
thieve-,
ho
I,
by
beyi:
to he -<‘en on (lie partial holiday.
.:u
m;.
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\ little daughter ol’ Vnm- I!. Ox'm,
amden, t'«ll from a !>l idglitlb'' writ,-!* Wa- about four fee'
!•. I.
h
t cae lie I
Ml's. \
I 11 g r., j, a m.
near, plunged in and n -eiied h
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u
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waiting lor a convey anre
Alas! yvhen
yve turned down Water
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t heir
opera! ion- to anotln r
will be Walened.''

see*’ if there
v
vrr another
yelloyy coach to he seen
m
\\ fhington street again.
No street
commissioner could describe onr route:
"yvent out

t.
is
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Sixteen lager
raigned in the
•Mass.. Mmid «\

'o.'s

drivei'.) hut

m

1

the heavie-t bruin m, r
I \v
fonnd in t e Skull «.t a I m
eould neithei* read m•.
|f, ,A
to have been -ix v
mim

tractive, the burning of Haley. Morse &
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that

brother hits tugging to get
Ilf'Ugh 'lie crowd ot’ pedestrians, who
were undecided which was the most ata
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city,
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many
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me-

‘■•ei

was

and
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manifest, til! we reached TemHie long -; adding
ps' I’hme, when the close proximity of
mda
1
the pullin'., learners caused the driver to tween Henrv Ward Ii*
and Henry i\ Bowen. Inturn 11IV. to finish his route on Tremont all shaking hands and c/p in
and harmony her»*:ifter.
street.
Once there we found nearly every
Liglll-lleaded | eop|> Wl be;.,.
M iropolitan horse-ear in the
blocked
ment
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uneon-

of ride
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have, for the diminutive

five cents.
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errand ai the south end. we hailed the
first com h. which was not lined and
It'ocmed with the same material as our-
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m
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found lioiribl) mutilated.
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were earned away for
aimiieb
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tiaui

>

hut

-if. urchins rushed out from

-ii

squalid

sea, to hurrah
before ir. that
i "ility.
Finally coming out near the
Albany d pot. yve found tile tire had
spread, an 1 increased the alarm to such

the

n'

team

l he Augusta .Journal
-ay- <e i. b miIImi ot Damarisi ott i, lee in oui
ion a leclur e oil the drill gto the iaoop
the atitagoni-m be-w* n
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seen
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Kven burglars an sometun«*around
This was the ea-e tin*

removed.
fhe kind hearted

engineer noticed
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the otlna side of the
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great

lame from the
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it
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her ih sin-

took
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possession
me;
tor some oI those female

yearned

and

ol

to mggesl ttiat I had as much
right
top ol an uni dims as a man lor what
a
glorious pl.u
it yyonld have been to
’•'lew the confusion about the
burning
s

spare.

M-nv incidents could not fail to amuse,
ii
while hearts were heavy with the
weigh* ol lie* great, loss. One, perhaps
the most ludicrous, was
presented in
evidence ol the Rev. Wr. 11. II.
Murray’s
weakness

The

for

Reverend

trotting.
suddenly awakened to a realization
of impending danger to his worldlv goods,
harnessed himself ii:to a long linen
duster, and
slouched hat, and proceeded
to the stable, where a favorite
trotting
buggy was stored
Hacking himvdf into
was

so

the t!:ills he started down Tremont street,
i'

trotting:

on
|4i

pace doing credit to his expatiation

t

never

ibie Hark

letting

up till the ven-

street church

reached,
and the object of his affection was safely
s| ored from all harm.
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two hours we had bobbed
omnibus. The down town
not unlike the uptown one, and
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who
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hitry
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1 fe open,-, lit m ;t
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at
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struggles and unshackled his ears to let
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pas through : and we yverc at last safe
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Hie oldest robin know n d:> d r, -ntlv in I'
land, having been t ikmi Irani ii- im-i in -Pi
ls’iT, and placed in the
.11 ,,j vv|,i
,g,
never afterward- move,!.
I'm- rp„. ,ir. ;
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during !h.
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I be postal ear.I*, are rapi.J!>
.mi i_
able in >i itut ion. one w.mi hi.
n
qj
to
addressed
a
m
n
Saturday,
i man
•.
ing tile following in>eripie»n
t .-^ ,,
want to bring around that dr
uei
im.gv, i,
night, Mirt*. You hear ni'-.-' 1» v\ t-:'j ,,
1
but as h- wile 'ook it .»ut
I,,
.|
1«> enjoy that Indy .-aim. \e-icrd.r.
which i1

>•

•••
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oinmon to

tie- Sabb

h.
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tile request of e..uuWagne. vv;brought into court l'ue.-di\ ait<moon a
\
ti'e.l, by Sheritl Warren and Deputy Si i.: t
his
counsel
h.
>:i\s ihnfilE
Through
,~r
ought not to take further i-ogn c.
:j,
ea-e, as Smutty \'..-o Mmi
is \v.r»,.» n tin m
Isdietion Of rile Slate, and prays
|,
|n
ease the motion is sustained. ; j|.
;V| t pr, |.
ably bo taken to tlie ( nit-.l S: I .-it im oun
At
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The rumors which for a year pat |I:IV,,
Anniversary week has been a grand
exception to every other on record, the been so abundant concerning a consoli.l,.
brethren being compelled to leave the lion of interests between the Easiera ..ml
indispensible umbrella at their lodging Maine Central Railroad* hav- m.unc.doi
house each day.
In interest it fell far late such strength ami positive.. ihsl
short
were

of former years.
'Flic meetings
not well attended, and some churches

did

there can be little ilouht Dial it is ..
a concluded .u rang.•nien'
\V. m
doubt that the tollowing despairii |-

a

not unite for worship at all. One
,t)1
question, agitated by the masculines, was Portland to the Post m lb raid gives w.rN
weighed heavily in the balance, and nearly the actual siat,. ,,| the ,.lM.
A director .d the Maine Central Kao
brought things down to a decidedly prac-

tical standard-

“How shall we secure our
suspender buttons more strongly with a
view to check the tendency to profanity?1’
Ivteh gentleman spoke earnestly upon the

subject,

demonstrating (‘ven to the
by a Hying button,
Intninines present looked
excessively
some

extent of an illustration
the

innocent, and

tor

their peace.

No active

once

persistently
measures

held
were

adopted; hut the question was left for
discussion b\ the traternitv of both sexes.
A

sign

ol “no at mittens”

curious hom
erection

on

a

building

keeps

in

out the

process

of

Tremont street.

Reported Bribery.
Washington, May 31. Charges having

been made in

New York, Juno ;L At f». to this morning Frank II. Walworth, aged Fj vears,
shot and killed his lather. Mansfield T.
Walworth, in the Sturtevant House in this
The deceased was an author, and
ciiv.
boarded at the Sturtevant House. He did
not live with his family, and domestic
troubles was the cause of the tragedy.
Young Wahvorth, who lives at Saratoga,
directly after the shooting went to the *ji»th
precinct police station and surrendered

announces

an

is over, the

Tuesday.

and

run

war

—Win. II. Small, Ks<p, long well
known as the station agent nl Hie Maine
Central al Bangor, died in that eilv on

whom the radical papers used to lie so
fond ol denouncing as “the hangman of
John Brown,” and who was foremost in
the rebellion, has turned another someisault. Like Brownlow, Mosby, and others,
the

the

that arises is, what little amusement shall
we have next ?

dorsement to the above sentiment.

sees

to

—Now that Oapt. Jack has surrendered,

Belfast, when we have got through with
him, will ho prepared to give a hearty en-

now

measure

Tenements are as scarce as lien’s teeth, and
shanties now command a big percentage. There
is a chance for money if somebody would onlv
build a f yv first class tenements to accommodate
the many who now have to incommode themselves for want of good dwellings.
Vim.

—Rev. Mr. Stone, formerly of Park street
Church, remarks that the newspaper is more
lenred to-day in Congressional halls and the
high places of corruption and villainy than the
laws and court*! the sting ot conscience, and
divine wrath. 1 Boston Herald.
We have no doubt that the Collector ot

he

bene-

Last Tuesday morning the department yvas
•rilled out to a tire in the dwelling Imu-e (>|
Oliver Kellev.on Park Si. After pumping all
the wells dry m the neighborhood, the remainder of the time was spent in yvatrhing the
building burn. This is another loud call for
more reservoirs.
A sailor who was m the house
having retired pretty well corned, woke up in
season to find his hack roasted brown and done
to a turn.
No insurance. The dwelling house
was insured for $30).

bath sermon, of a belief in the loading,
distinctive doctrines ol IJniversalism.

politics.

prove

ment.

—Great excitement prevails in the religious world in consequence of an avowal

her

change of bosses might

of “an ill wind Arc.”
The boys of Hock land Kngii' No J gav<- an
entertainment Thursday eve, y'JMi, at B. al’s
Ilall. to swell their collateral. They an hound
to have an engine.
There is talk of adding a
hook and ladder company to our lire depart-

—Mr. Edward A. Perry, local editor of
the Bangor Whig, has just sailed for
Europe, whence he will write letters to
the

a

ficial. But the sa loaners like the dust, for m mkind will wash it down with ..is draught*
of one thing or another, verity ing the oid adaire

company, and the incorporation papers
have

ihe .lourmil.

department, city

road is ever to be constructed

organization

Rockland.

>

the Middle

for the
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d

en

Kutahdiu ! r»m
first ! ilim
in
control ot m|

"ii

Kocki.A\i'. June -_M.
Decoration Dav was generally *»1»-.■
hen1.
All th'1 places of l>n<iuess yveiv closed,
n l the
ceremony of decorating the grave- of t! ie fallen
hraves was participated m hy the Rockland

tunnel, if completed, will lie twelve miles
in length. It is intended to make it large
-nough to he used for railway purposes,
to

trom

,,,

,•

.it,
'.

Dnbiujm

••

lei

Correspondence

the ultimate
Some idea of the magnitude ot the task
mav ho gathered from the fact that the

a

oil

'heir houses

us.

who are sanguine ot
success of the enterprise.

it

generally reckon

leaving

tip. Prom the lever .m ! ague
and western tornadoes good I.ord deliver

English capitalists,

so

can

right side

the Middle Park, running in a northwesterly direction. The tunnel to he run
will, it is presumed, cut many rich veins of
gold and silver, and thus a great mining

and

people here

the winds of heaven

to

l>v

through them ;

1

sent.

wa re

already singed and battered

'e.

plarrdoyyu by the blue

The

fifteen inch shad, the tir-t captured in the
Sacramento, was fully warranted. That
particular shad, which has imw become

prosecution

la

..

-one

’roix

<

m

to the reward

1

1. ■.

•,

i\

quoting from memory,

a’.

r-

e

ing.

ot the work is furnished

two more horrible sears upon either

ews

f!n

Friday the Maim I- -a <
10.000 young -aim *p. ii-t !c
to the St.

e

among those interested, and the venerable
Seth when he saw the shad fell like exult

the

sh

side of its

Postal cards addre-sed
in town” are <juif« mini *r
and one \v;i- dire* t«-«1 to t h<
Cohoes.”

:•

refers

,1

,,

n,
sport with the gun and r*»d. h
dollar cow and caught an oi l let! witu ..
in it.

e-talilislimrnt, or the forming of the with selling
litjiior. Tin \
in (lie morning, wln-n lie had made a
Sehetiek beer” vvlm-h
procession. Back we went down Temple ••all
to conta
tiv
in*. ,|
proves
of
it
p, r
after
the
did
night
King Blare, scarcely clearing additional steamstyle <d
The Mi-ri ima .loii .•
Cole,
lie didn’t fancy his headach.
mi ers, and carts living with
goods; ami man who don't iik>
.1
1 bought le
wonld like to trv something zigzagged dow n Washington street,where -evenly year-—who ! i-t Men,i
r ti.
washing for he- land I \
p■
else. We think the philosophy of i.ord our smalt spare commenced to till
up with for them, and cleaned tie paint
He f Iharlestiiwu people, who had been v
rooms.
I'.yron on this subject is quite .nunii
ainly

He did not report the fact, considering it

»

wa- 1-1.

>

celebrated for his invasion oi Ureoeo

with

d

at

•-

1

were

Persian and a king who lived and reigtnsl
hundreds of years before (’hri-'ianiM
dawned upon this naughty globe.
He is

seine found two shad among other fish.

tor

i)ne million t« «*t <»i ; imn<a ip in- \
D. Hopkins ,v Sun
Idl-w .1 o. w
'!
by lire Suinlav afternoon
io-111 .ted at fiom Slo.oOi) iu -Jo.imh*.

dalene;'' mid wealthy citizens of Boston
Mr. Barn no offer. I P
I
.rp*
had extended the enurlesy, in token of
<lollars a dav to put
n
their appreciation
bin he «)U.l noi g> 1 t icon, a;
had to he imported from Evnc. M
Decoration day and its attendant fesA Davenpur* editor. wli u -nt
it
livip

veal's

—•

reward of

Money

—

David C. P *ui. at Aina tvs that but i-ing!
tisli has died iu Ins mil n. p ,nd IT.-;
t
He ll.ts now Ja 000
0 <>! ill >i/.

who lias won the admiration of
by her T>f■ success in the "New Mag-

cl

Mu. E niton ; Who was \ »rv«*^r
i,i! v. -is
bo really foolish mon^h to •Hiverrisr -i r«
lor I I).- ilivenfor of a nov*-l rill
urllt
1
you refer to somolhinj. oft!'" Liml. |*lra^r ii-i!
us all about il.

caught

developed.

Kentucky wants om more portrait of Daniel
Boone. The last arti-t put a pap r
»ilai on

Daniel, which

l.releivq,

md

We ttamysterious distemper is falling
in very little danger of this discs--,., it
proper precautions are taken, l.et ukeep clean, but let ns not get frightened.

number of young shad, and the event
was duly noticed.
Mr. (freen ottered a

interest «l>e

accommodate them.

Even

tube, or in a combination .1 these am!
other provocative causes, a careful ,-u:m-v
of its history indicates that the tide
tin*

and

will constitute the majority ot the convention. and who are bound to protect the
hand by the tavor and bounty of which

I

■

11«>\

■

an

historical, was one grown from among
iniquitous one, the little fellows deposited in the Sacraand condemned of the people. No, be- mento river
by the State fishing commiscause in the party articles of belief the
sioners last season, and tie- pr.-n-tieability
ed. are liable to be at a moment’s warnking can do no wrong. A resolution of r>t supplying the tables of San Francisco
ing drawn into tile air and deposit'd in a
censure upon the President would raise a
with this piscatorial luxury of home propromiscuous
heap a halt a mile awav ;
rebellion among the office holders, who
duction, is fully demonstrated.
where his cows come home with t> >es
measure

:

<
a-*l.Emigrants arrive in sueli numberGafden, New York, a- to makt it difficult p>

1

a

cent

on

No

sadly impeded by the fire,
which broke out just as the procession
was forming: and in
place of the brilliant
j
has not been an epidemic in this country costume, dee!,ed with Mowers,
(many of
to- lorty years, the instances that have the
j
the
participants being firemen)
occurred lining wholly exceptional.
We slouched hat and leathern oat was donned
know not what epidemic may come next, tor
hard day’s service.
lur cholera lias had its day. Whether a
Tremont street again hears a double
disease originating in the blood, in the etirdcn. in the
shape of horse-ears and
system, in the irritation ot the digestive teams; and Washington street pitifully

priations.
of no importance.
More recently some
promise better tilings in future. The fishermen in drawing seines in the lake
salary swindle will need to be condemned. brought in five shad. The largest measured
The act has been so denounced, ridiculed eleven inches in
length, three nine inches
and execrated by the whole population of each.
the country, that silence will be impossiThe announcement ot the catching of
ble. Nor will mild language answer; the the shad
produced considerable excitement
condemnation must lie decided and unmistakable.
Having done what is demanded in this particular, what shall be
said of the man who stands at the head of

the

over

Two days later il appeared in Montreal. In a fortnight il
broke out in New York and visited most
of Ihe ‘arge cities ot the country, lint i

introducing

fifty dollar- for the first shad
weighing three pounds caught this season
in
Lake Ontario or the Genesee. A few
days ago a fisherman, in drawing his

unusual cleanliness

an

in 18:12 at

country

river

Camden is already overwhelmed with app!
cations for summer board.

Boston.

ago il was travelling over Europe.
Il Iiist appeared this side i.lie Atlantic

Predictions were freely made
spawn.
that the attempt to stock the river and
lake would he a failure. Last year per-

using scoop

the head ot poor
portion of the business part
of the ciiy could have been chosen which
wen! :
effectually rob us of the evidence
of former grandeur, as the spot which
now Ii.
a heap of blackened ruins. How
often

mercifully

at the time ot its deCanges, broke out in Calcutta a- ,n evenings.
from tlie stage of usefulness, inviepidemic nearly sixty years ago. In 1820 parture
tations were issued for tile benefit of Miss
ii slew lot 1,000 persons in 1! m,\ \.
A

shad into Lake Erie and its tributariesTwo years since Mr. (freen, in the way of
experiment, placed in the Genesee River
at the Lower Falls a quantity of shad

sons

Panic.

the

that ot Seth Green, the well known

professor

Cholera

n

>•••

crop which is put in the
so large as the time
in raising fish, and
we expect to see the time when
a well
stoekeii fish pond will be one of the sources

The most recent success in this

The confederate dead have at! be.
from Gettysburg.

regions

no

is

discuss the details of another visit from
hated fire-bug, which lights so un-

..

ground yields returns
and money employed

refractory horse in the team lighten up his
tugs like a veteran steed in tho -tage bar-

Thr* new cheese manufactory at Fast Jefferson
will commence operations June to.

wasn’t right.
advantage will be gained in main limes we have all looked upon the
W. W. Ferry of Camden, has been appointed
( bickering’s building by Gov. lVriiam to n present Mane
>h»anv event. There is scarcely the slightest I beautilul front ot
the World’s Fair in Vienr i.
danger that cholera as an epidemic will and the gorgeous windows of Haley,
Nearly f>0<> acres of -woet corn hu\r .n
visit this country. Cholera is not a conta- M-'rse & Co., and remarked that “Boston
planted by the larnr1: in the vicinity of Farmshould
he thankful that these were saved.*’ ington. for the purp
of canning.
it
that
is
an
inexgion. Physicians agree
A stnall bird, somewhat ivsmnbbug tic -parplicable disease, but no intelligent medi- All gone! and with them many ol less
but too valuable to lose. Per- row, is eating up tin devastating rrasshoppei
cal man will say that cholera is
contagious. pretension,
in Texas, and the tanners nr. hap;v.
Doctors have inoculated themselves with haps none out of the number comes
An Omaha tarun-i w- n
r
ii; :..»r
:•{nearer to the hearts ot the
tlie blood-bile and
people than the ish, and struck a kettle containing $1 i(t" u
I
discharges of patieuls
1
It
gav<
in every stage of the diseas.- without tub.e Theatre ; which always wore such
A colored postm i-11■
wn.
an matic
i
harmless consequences. Cholera, which a e.isy. homelike appearance, and furnnor write is what
ih*• best
i\ i• -«*t
-m p,..
ished enteidainment for so many en joyable
had dwell tor eentuiies in the
<
.-t
a
planet” ha- given to Bamberg. Smith
in

professional labor.
position to know, de-

have been interchanged; the Atlantic
salmon, which is superior to that of the
Paeilic, has been transplanted to the latter coast.
And New Zealand, which
never had the trout in its streams, has
successfully introduced that delirious tisli.

spread

country,

tion from business ami

in

The epizootic tin- :<-aj peaiod in Phi! cl I lln

Boston, June 2.
Again press anil people are forced to

The annual scare about cholera has
commenced. This fright is to be deprecated in every aspect but one. Ii il shall
serve to stimulate the proper authorities

facilities, and is not only
having
profitable but an exceedingly pleasant
recreation for those needing some relaxaare

Generalities.

Boston,

tier

the

Those who
clare that

From

Correspondence of the Journal.

Alter this date the business of the : ('publican Journal will be transacted at the
new office on Custom House Square, near
the Post Oflice.

individual enterprise, there is scarcely any
direction in which the money of government can lie expended with better results
to the whole people. The rearing of front,
pickerel, bass, and nearly all the fresh
water fish may be undertaken by persons

in Maine is too much like a regular
army, too thoroughly disciplined, and too
much dependent upon success for its very
existence, to admit of dissension-} on that
A word from Washington, or
point.
the crack of Blaine's whip, will uiake any

party

maintained its northeast
cover these points, which will be better
On the north side ot Essex street was
carrying everything before it for one of the greatest achievments of the
than silence; and silence is confession.
a idt n ot from l<to
yards to a tpiarter ol firemen. They seemed to have
everythin**
III
to lie-s Were laid Hat; houses against them. The
Railroad Consolidation.
intense heat and flame
—In Boston now they have to make a
re
ol no account; men, women and
of the theatre building would
down
sweep
Routla.ni), May 29. It is reported here distinction by talking about “the old
11idreii. and all kinds ol animals, were with terrific
a perfect storm
fury,
sending
on good
that
the
Maine
Central
authority
mingled in the moving mass id' air :it a ol sparks and brands
against the
Railroad has been leased to the the Eastern burnt district” and the “new burnt disheight "l in.Ill lorty to sixty feel. Trees walls of tins fifty foot street. At opposite
half-past Railroad, and that the necessary papers trict.”
loot in diameti
were snapped iii twain,
eleven o’clock the whole facade was in were
passed yesterday. It is impossible
oid 'he Invests seemed as it an immense
—George Francis Train, who has been
flames, and the smoke that rolled into to tell what led to the leasing of the Maine
vtl"
propelled by ail invisible giant, this thoroughfare was almost
for
some months under arrest in New
smothering Central. It has been surmised for a long
nl
at all that dared to be in its
At one time it seemed as time however that directors of the
way. to the firemen.
has been released, and now he proYork,
Eastern
I ne swat 11 marked the
path of the de- il the whole street must go, and every in- road had
purchased a controlling interest poses to sue everybody who had anything
stroyer.
Nothing but tin. eternal bills, stant it looked that the liremen with
their in the stock, aud that the consolidation
to do with it.
ip which it swept and divested of their several lines of
hose, would be thrown would bo made at the next annual meetnatural covering, could stand against its back
street on the one
upon
—The lumber business is exceedingly
Washington
of
in
the
It
is
ing
January.
Over hilt and
mighty force.
valley it side, and Harrison Avenue on the other. said that thecompany
sale of It. B. Dunn’s stock dull. The dealers will have to call anmoved, leaving woe in its track. For a But
they stood it heroically, doing battle had a great deal to do with the matter.
few miles from Lancaster the
other meeting and resolve again in recountry is from the pavements, and the windows
Banook, May 29. An important railther thinly settled, but it left its marks and the
roots of the opposite buildings.
gard to prices.
is
movement
under
A
comway
way.
It came down So intense was the
ii|«>n tlie lace of nature.
heat, that some of the mittee has been appointed and is negotiaton tlie house ol Mr. Nicholas
—In making the railroad track from
Kngledingle, police
to go near the centre, had
ing for the lease of the Maine Central
whose wife was lying sick, her husband to he tiaving
played upon to save their hair and Railroad to the Consolidated European Benton to Waterville, they lound a cannon
absent.
She
was
alone
with
being
her
clothing from scorching. By tiiis bold and North American Railway Company. ball seven feet under ground, and wonder
child. Tlie house was carried away and stand and that in
the rear of
Washington The charter of the European road em- how it got there.
tori, to atoms, and the unfortunate woman
street, between Essex and Hayward Place,
powers it to lease any other road having
nid child went with it to destruction. a
great amount ol property was saved.
connection with it, while the Maine Cen—The Lewiston Journal says smokers
Her fate i> very sad. She was literally
The occupants on
Chenery street, when tral charter contains no provision for con- set a lumber
nt asunder.
The trunk from the neck they saw the
yard on lire in that city.
determination of the fire- solidation. This is but part of a
to tlie abdomen was found in one
place, men, felt so secure that many would not scheme for flic consolidation of the grand
There is no doubt that pipes and cigars
Eastthe arms In another, and the head and allow
their goods to be taken'out, and
yet ern, Maine Central, and European roads. are the greatest incendiaries we haye.
II

'■.ni-.,

REM. OVAL !

of profit in every large farm.
We have heretofore given the history
The Republican State Convention.
of salmon propagation on the Penobscot,
In two weeks from to-day the republi- under the intelligent direction of Mr. Atcan State Convention will meet at Bankins—a labor which il is confidently begor, and under circumstances of peculiar lieved will, at the proper time, give a
embarrassment. We have no expectation
largely increased production to the fishery
that the selection of a candidate for Gov- in that river. Besides the local increase
ernor will be accompanied
by any serious of the fisheries on the Atlantic coast,
trouble among the faithful
Whatever which has resulted wherever the propagamay be the issue of the ballotings, we tion of fishes lets been undertaken, an
make no doubt that the result will bf ac- advantageous
exchange of impregnated
quiesced in, and a full support given to spawn lias been going on all over the
the successful man by the file leader?. The world. European and American fishes

perience entitle him

■"

going south till it reached Essex street at
N'o. tits, the building next below the Globe
Theatre.
i he north side of Essex, between the corner and this
building last
given, has been covered by tfie lire.

M. Pkttengill & Co., 6 State St., Boston
and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
advertisements.
##“S. R. Niles, No. 0 Tremont Street, Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell & (Jo., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper,
at

WASHINGTON

country wagon.
buildings
(which were only scorched some) as the The robbers halted him and compelled
him by threats to go after the runaway
northern and western boundary it
swept
ty being diminished, they along Washington street to and including horse. In a short time he returned with
mil.
Ol the loOO
only -til the corner of Essex street, anti from the him, and all four of the band, after taking
no to this
afternoon, and toot ot Hayward place took all between, the cashier’s gold watch from his pocket,

|'\ed tnat tile remainder were
'■
I
w
abs.dutely dismemrtii ir naiia.it
are found
hangine
•'i
and 1 ittshes and stiewine the
Oil

OT

IT A NO FORTE BUILDING

is
The inside was
entirely destroyed.
burnt some time before the front walls
fell. At about half-past ten o’clock the
front walls fell with a loud crash.

BOYLSTON

.•

-•

CHICKERING’S

On

■

a’i

ing.

S75.00U will cover it all.

Boston. May 30. At twenty minutes
past s o’clock this morning an alarm of
lire was rung from Box 53. which called
is light a- a tall leaf.
a portion of the
department to the vicinity
orn Ir mi the ground
of 411 Washington street, where it was
si !.• of the granary,
:i>
lonnd that the rear buildings of Haley,
i- had been
planted there. Mor-a a t’o.’s furniture
factory were in
was scattered. Over
flames. These buildings are of the most
ui.
to appease t he
combustible character, and so rapidly did
'.•••to ..' the
.t .nil.
th“ fire obtain control of them that within
If; I
'T<u:V \T KKOIA.
ten minutes a
second alarm had to he
h iv** ncl returned from :i | ■s'ended, and soon alter a general alarm,
::
au -c of t!i•
tornado. or | wlueh drew the whole number of steamers
i'
i-r<»k**n bridges and <ither : hose can Pages and ladders to the scene of
v
id permit.
At Sigourney, the conflagration.
\u
'•
’ll
mi
!*»-;*. the storm was
unusually large number ot people
were
e dim
to i he
•.
gathered upon the streets at the time
pi ep<mideran-*e
'•
a.
mi
foloek in 1 he after- to witness the selling oft of the Grand
h a’ i \
such hail s has Army Posts for the cemeteries, and when
n<
i
plagues ot Lgypt the fearful news spread that a monster fire
w
is—,
and last in a straight was in progress, the crowd was augmenteing unusually calm out- ed to many thousands within a few minThe flames spread with wonderful
ii'-tniaiing influence of the utes
s
w i' h w s some leu miles awav.
rapidity toward every direction, menacing
i'remonf and Boylston street on the one
’:i■ hap will test the credulous
•hand, and coming out entirely on Washnrtnv. and. were there no conington street on the other.
'in "v. 1 would hesitate to
■
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SIMPSON.!

uncoil-

l.oss OK LIFE.

1

1

—

nig m.uie an ascent into the

"

o

!; furl

in they were within three hundred feet of
Fish Farming.
away.
sand where it Cell. Probably site was in- the flames, and under their lee. Such
One
of
the
most
killed.
Her
child
was
gratifying of the results
the
is
worth
killed,
stantly
special reference.
management
of the earnest search of mankind alter
top of iiii- head being blown off. giving
GLOBE' THEATRE BUILDING.
THURSDAY. JUNE 5, 1873.
the appearance of scalping. Fence posts
more abundant and cheap sources oi food
First story. The whole building is towere stuck firmly in the ground where
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING ! is found in the artificial or protected
Its
were Winch
tally
destroyed.
occupants
they stood, ami the terrific strength of the
Weber
BY—
hatching of fish—a result obtained mainstorm was visible on every hand.
Iti an- Brothers, piano manufacturers;
Piano-Forte Company’s wareroom.
other place a pump was drawn out of the
through the persevering efforts of a
ly
H.
Second story. Edwin S. Slocum, prin- WILLIAM
ground and deposited in the soil half a ter: Boston
few earnest and patient men.
The great
Mons.
Boie.
office;
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
Directory
mile away, where it could he pumped,
teacher ot French; Bryant, Stratton &
Subscription Terms. In advance, *2.00 a year;
advantage and gain of protecting the imthough pumping would fetch no water. Co., Commercial
the year, $2.50; at the expiration ot the
College; A. Day, artist; within$3.00.
mense fecundity of migratory fishes at the
The horse-power of a thrashing machine,
John Earle & Co., tailors, who were year.
Advertising Terms.
For one square, (one
2340
was
then turning them loose
raised
as
if
it
weighing
pounds,
burned out before in their former location, inch of length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, hatching places,
were a Pallior, and dropped a
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion. A fracand
quarter of next to the Transcript
to
fatten
in the pastures of the
grow
building. This tion of a square charged as a full one.
a
mile from .home.
The house of Peter
firm’s loss is 25,000, covered by insurance
boundless sea, with a certainty that they
Marsh was blown down, and one child
in tiie Boylston and Manufacturers’ InAdministrators, Executors and Guardians will return to tin* nets of the
was killed.
It is stated that all the rest
locality from
desiring their advertisements published in the .Joursurance Cempanies; Post 113 ; Atwood &
nal will please so state to the Court.
of the tainily, including seven children,
whence
must commend itself
started,
they
Scoot, ladies’ boot makers, No. 364; Mrs.
were stripped of every vestige of clothW. H. Curtis, costumer for the Globe
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address ot to the, minds of even the most obtuse in
ing. The dead child was found eighty Theatre, No. 362. These are the
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
economical matters. While the. rearing
princithe paper has been sent as well as the one to which
yards from the site of the dwelling,
pal occupants of the Globe Theatre build- it is to go.
ot sea lislt cannot from its nature he an
AND
t!

a New York paper that the
Mormons paid $10,000 to one Representative in Congress, and various sums to a

Washington newspaper and a Washington correspondent ot a Western paper, to
prevent legislation of a hostile character

the last session, a demand
for an official inquiry is made by two
Washington newspapers to-day.
The
third one his thus far remained silent.
The charges were made at the hist session,
hut were denied by Hooper, tin* Delegate,
from l !tah and his Mormon associates.
against Utah

at

Il is quite probable that an
investigation
into this and .t her m*1u m<
will be ordered
<

sum as

Congress

>

meets

in 1 December.

load stated to d \ that ■h * s aiisnr.I t..
talk of the Eastern road b
asing the M aine
Central, as the law of the S?ate d me
it.
Inn,
permit
nothing htndeis the Eastern
from owning the
the slock
majority
and thus running the Maine Central. It
also possible that at no distant da.
tlirougli line will be run h\ lie' IVnn.sj.
Vania Central and Eastern .. New ’i e k
to Halifax. by the llirtior-l tie! Ere
i E r.
oi ,v
Eastern, Maine (Central.
North American roads, thus piaciicallv

asserting the
previously.
American

can

truth of :h" dispatches sent
I’he Europe oi u.d \orlh
lease tie M due (:.i al, |ul|

Ibover a that 1 ittIt- Hit
be got over and to all intents
and purposes the E tsteru mad with its
connections can and will control the trade
of Maine in the interests o| Po-ion. Presi
dent Eothrop and Manager Hatch ot the
Eastern are in town
to-day and it is hinted
are
looking for a site for a new station
not

vice

tieulty

versa.

can

Jury Failed
I lie

Eyres

jury
l

in

lie two

fatally injured

the

to

ease

young

men

Agree.
Craves ami
who robbed and

<u

an old man named Caleb
Bliss the station agent at Burnside, on the
Harttord & Providence Railroad in February last, failed to agree and were ,hs
missed; nine standing for verdict ol murder in the 1st degree and three for second
degree. The result surprised everybody,
as not doubt was felt that murder in
tiie
1st degree was clearly proven In the tael
that death re lilted Irom an assault com-

mitted in the act ol

telonv

***'*

-f * !.e Counlv and

Hie Northporl Cheese Factory is now in Fairchild
I
Camp are anxious to surrender.
operation. We have received a specimen which The total number of Modoc
prisoners in
] the hands ot the
is as handsome, well flavored and in
every par- j
troops is 19 men, 23
ticular as good as that imported from other j squaws and 30 children.
Twenty-live restates.
We are glad to chronicle the success of j main with Capt. Jack and are well armed
! and mounted. Couriers are expected to
this enterprise.
arrive at Yreka to-morrow or Monday.
On Wednesday there was commotion among
The War Ended. Capture of Capt. Jack.
tho*o
who
deal
in
the
ardent
on
the
Mr.
I
sly.
Lost River, Oregon, Mav 31.
: Grant. U. s. Deputy Shipping Commissioner for
After a thorough examination of the
Boston, having accompanied a crew for a SearsModoc captives gathered in during the
port vessel to that port.took a drive over here to
scout under Col. Green it has been
await the returning boat. He was in and out of present
ascertained that the last haul netted 34
ihe hotels considerably, anddooking about town
men, women and children, thirteen of
generally, when some one e>pied a silver badge them
being able bodied warriors, 16 rifles
peeping from under his coat.
The alarm
ot various patterns, 113 cartridges and
spread, and such a kiting around with demi- several lean and
hungry ponies.
johns and bottles, and such making themselves
Boston Charley and Schonchin are
scarce by certain people, has not been seen for
anxious about the disposition to be made
The former murdered Dr.
When Mr. Grant learned that lie of them.
many a day.
had been mistaken for one of the sneaking de- Thomas and the latter mutilated Meachan.
tectives be was at first amused and then indig- Boston Charley and Schonchin look like
nant.
But he lost no time in giving assurance desperadoes. Each carries his character
Boston Charley is about 28
that he wasn't in that line of business. We be- in his face.
of age and Schonchin 50.
The
lieve that one of the sold managed to tind a years
boldest warrior of the band is Scar Faced
bottle of champagne as a peace offering to his
Charley.
joking neighbors.
Dr. Cabaness of Yreka, the contract
Frankfort. A deep gloom has /alien on surgeon, who slept in their retreat last
the inhabitants of our village this morning, Mr. night, says of Capt. Jack that he
presents
The
George A. Peirce of the Arm of Peirce & Rowe a most woe-begone appearance.
was last night stricken down
suddenly with wily warrior sat upon a rock in the centre
paralysis. At present writing there seems to ot a little lava bed. a few yards back from
the crest ot a bluff, and seemed as
be little chance of his recovery.
lonely
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rounds on Monmgh wind has moved
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MeGilvery’s

She is

s"

it-

lie stores.

I

in

j

eek.
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he was

surroundings,
wrapped
Searsport. E. L. Patterson, who moved
faded array blanket and his head was
from this town to Missouri three years ago, !
buried in his hands.
recently lost his onlv child, a boy tifteen years
His sister Mary, captured at Willow
of age.
He wTas thrown Ironi his horse May 1 Creek the
day before yesterday, talked to
17th, and died on the 19th.
him with tears in her eyes, and asked
Capt. Benj. Parks and others are building a that he enter our camp. He was sullen
tine pleasure boat of sonic .‘to tons burden. She and had little to say.
He did promise
i> building three fourths of a mile from the that he would surrender to-day.
In the
night lie stole away. The Modoes say
water, on the turnpike road, so called.
that Capt. Jack is insane.
There is much
Lincolnvillk. On Monday morning, about
method in his madness.
nine o’clock, an old unoccupied house belongAt present he is thought to be in this
ing to Mark L. Sylvester and others was disneighborhood with from 3 to 5 warriors.
covered to be on tire. While the neighbors were There are 12
Modoc warriors at large,
at work trying to save the house and store of now.
Scouts were made to-day in three
Capt. David Howe, the lire caught in the barn sections of the country by cavalry under
ot Capt S. G. Wyman, which soon
spread to Col. Perry, Major Trumble and Major
tlie other out buildings and house, and all were
Cressor. The war with the Modoes, as a
destroyed. Capt. Wyman saved his lurniture tribe is over.
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for the eftect produced by Fellows' Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites in Diseases of
the Lungs, the inventor is permitted to refer to
the medical gentlemen of Saint
Joint, X. li
whose signatures are attached heretoWILLIAM 15 A YARD, M. D.
EDWIN BAYARD. M. !)
THOMAS WALKER, M. D.
JOHN BERRYMAN, M. I)., Ed
DR. JOHNSTONE, r.. i:. c:. s Ed
GEORGE KEATOR. M. I).
ML II. HARDING. M. it. c. s.
J. D. Will I E. M. D.
T. W. CARRITT. M. D.
1. Aaron Alward, Mayor of the city of St.
John, in the Province of New Brunswick having examined the letters of Drs. Earle. Ad.lv,
Clay, Jacobs, and Chandler, and also the signatures attached to the foregoing
permit of reference.
hereby certify that I believe them all

genuine.

1 can also testily to the high
therapeutical
value of Follows’ Compound Syrup of
Hypophosphites, and consider it deserving of attention by tile profession generally.
In testimony whereof I havehereunto set
my hand and affixed my
Great
seal
of Mayflralitv at the
>
(
City of St.
Seal.
John
this
Sixth day ol February,
\
{
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixtv-ei»ht
AARON ALWARD, M D'.,
Mayor of tlie City of St. John.
•-> »■ -»►—»■-
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BELFAST
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PRICE

SIB"

IIM—

CURRENT.

Corrected

1

in a damaged condition. Capt. W's loss is about
three thousand dollars; insured flu* fifteen
hundred dollars in the Thoinaston Mutual Insurance Co.
The fire caught from sparks from
burning brush in a pasture.

i's > ai

•!

■

Wednesday, Mav 28,1873.
At market this week—3417 Cattle; <'.420 Sheep and
Lambs; 16960 Swine ; Western Cattle 3292; Northern Cattle anil Working Oxen and
Milch Cows
125; Eastern Cattle,
Prices ot Beet
attic per hundred lbs.live weight
Extra quality, $7 2.»a$7 50; First quality,$6 ?5a7 00;
Second quality, $G00a$6 5 »; Third quality,$4 75a56u
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &e, $3 50a4 50.
Bv the pound, dressed weight, from 5a 11c per lb.
Hides—Hides 9 l*2c; Tallow (lad l-2c per lb;
Country Tallow 5a5 l*2c ; Country H ides 9c per lb:
Call Skins 10a2uc per lb; Sheep Skins $l 75a
«

1

1

The

This i- the fifth keel lain
a
two masted, eentreii! _’oo toii>, owned by
.'*>nimamled by Captain

We call attenlocal advertising—
»\
Tom Logan—Machinists wanted
L **.ii 1.• •• bv W
W.
a-tie—Cart
•mi I*.md carriages for sale by A.
a
—••n—Woo! carding by Hiram
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new

for the scouts.

the A. 1’. Kmer*! b\ the builder ami A. I*. Kmer*
: •»r1 ;i11«I. and will be com.
IL W Kmerson of the latter
i-*a<i with ha> for <'harleston,
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Bogus Charley. Steamboat

the way to Jack’s Willow Creek retreat.
Filey lead the troops to a point near Jack’s
retreat within a mile of the
stronghold.

I led

a

COL.

1

.>ke

good

-i

on

mile further to travel than Capt. Jackson,
did not arrive at the stronghold in time to
accomplish the desired connection
At ■> o’clock this afternoon Jackson’s
men came across fyvo
pickets on a bluff
near the creek and ran them
through the
The tleeing
juniper to Jack’s retreat.
Modocs cried out: “Run quick, run quick,
the soldiers are coming!” Capt. Jackson
deployed his skirmishers along the lace of
the bluff, and though expecting to receive
a heavy tire, the men ran to the front like
deers under the lead ot their officers.
Suddenly the Modocs conversant with

of
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«

nt
alls
t

lus

flays before. The
Jil l.asses to supply

with.bs

roundabout route*

few

■
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!;.
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we**k a small sized
|- of this life, ami thinkId in opportunity !«> exlast

in*

'I

■ig

'\v

b.

1
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bed room of tl house
.t m
'lime-need operations. He
■1 a; routing the entire family from
who -ton I not noon the order of
am ai; wa nt at once.
The man says

tie
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r-

.'alt

am

iug

! the

English,
CRIES OUT

than another he hates
Hie 1 *u-iin
end of a bumble
—
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ding sell. Cameo with
Wiv. Pitch*-r A Son have

BosA "11>if• \ furnished a deck-load of
1’itf ln-r A- (Jorham have load*
f\.

\i-

i'ii potatoes lor

(..trbelon with hay lor Boston.
r. M. Bonnie has loaded hay and produce
ai
Harbor. Sibley A: Son are doing
business in the molasses line with
*.g
;• .r i- -. ami are now loading sell. Hero
*<
•.
E. White has loaded sell,
.lam*

he

!ip-Uy thing for Levi C hapman, ot
that. •!. V. Mi Clintock of this city
bug linin'- from Bristol at an early hour
-mic! \ morning. Mr. Chapman had arisen.
w

boro',

N

*'aapniaii wasn’t put

out,

although

DECAMPED

i-

'-

his

-i

■

Recently the finished plank walk

paint
“hit.
'''♦—

1

hom
1

on

the

gate to

tip*

floor received

[i was a good job, and
pa nt.
Hi the best ctlbrts f»f the
painter’s art.
*1

"1

there

|

time when a tall, gaunt j
in.- Hi*
usi of travel on his
clothing,
-ii
d 1 h
'*'!•••*, heedless of the warning
b ll'd tacked across the. gate. Every inint of those number twelve brogans was as
fully put f*n the walk as the big letters of a
•us poster.
Our neighbor is a pious man.
ii

■

■*

a

Hiori

1

-*

>

Wbt

ii

ti.i\

be opened the door and saw how faiththat man, stranger though he was, had

luinhed

the injunction to let his walk be

seen

api i»'1 of iin n, onr neighbor seemed to
gt'eath atleci.fi. Pointing t<> the trail, he
-.i m
1 to be addres-ing earnest words to his
'ii'*r. and we have no doubt he departed with
‘pd

blessing.
At the meeting of the City
nn
nt. Monday evening, E. K. Boyle and
were granted permission to establish a
*-t gas light op
High street, in the vicinity of

ni

Affairs.

o'-i

si«len<*e.

The Committee on
o. j. :r tm> nt was authorized to
purchase
*
b"-c !"i Engine Co. No.
f», if, on
shall deem it expedient.
animation, the',
Messrs. Houston, Locke ami Woods were appointed a committee to direct repairs on the city

hours afterwards was sent alter the ileeing Modocs, but failed to overtake them.
Not a shot other than an accidental one
was fired.
Had Hasbrouek formed the desired connection in time the entire band would
have been killed or captured, but it was
impossible for his command to accomplish
the task.
His troops did all that could lie
done by any men. They rode over fragments of lava and one mile further than
the distance ridden bv Captain Jackson’s
command.
The surprise resulted in the surrender
of Boston Charley, Princess
Mary, sister
ot Capt. Jack, Black Jim’s woman and
live other women and five other female
Modocs, ranging fr >m 9 to 90 years ot
age, and seven ponies and mules.
The
Modocs actually slipped from the
grasp
ol the troops.
There was no help for this
result. Capt. Jack’s retreat this time was
inside of a canon through which runs
Willow Creek, it lias precipitous sides
averaging forty feet high. There are but
few places where the canon can be entered
by troops within three miles of Capt.
Jack’s last home.
The Modocs escaped by running down
the canon, so now the Modoc captives
will try to wean more ot Capt. .lack’s
warriors from him. Many officers predict a speedy settlement ol the war. We

sleep

among the

juniper to-night.

San Francisco, May 31. Advices from
Lava Beds state that Gen. Davis ac: servosrs and make the necessary expenditures.
companied by Fairchild’s free soldiers,
one correspondent,
\ i>etition for opening the continuation of Pear]
Bogus Charley, Steamboat Frank, Hooker Jim and Shack Nasty
street accepted in "(lb, was referred to CommitJim has returned to Boyles Camp salely
!••*■ "ii Road's and Bridges.
Roll of Accounts
Amount $1199.fiH. I). L#
I'itcti* r was elected collector of taxes for the
m
tit year, and h:s compensation fixed at five
miih on the dollar ou the amount collected.
N".

4

was

jilted.

Cavalry,
troop F.

Lieut. Miller and troop H. Major Trumbull and medical otlieer, Asst. Surgeon
DeWitt. The guides were Cullman and
H.

Applegate.
Capt. Jack is about 40 years old. He
is b feet s inches high and
compactly
built.
He has a large and well formed
lace, full of individuality.
Although
Iressed in old clothes he looks ever inch
Chief.
The Modocs are grouped in a

field near the house and surrounded by a
guard. Spectators peer into Capt. Jack’s
lace with eager interest hut he heeds them
not.
He is still as a statue.

Pills,

Potions and

Pungencies.

The law triumphant. Hanging is not played
out after all. The best remedy lor Dyspesia is
iikkexe’s OXYGENATED Bitters. Contains
no alcohol.
Purely medicinal. Sold by all
dealers in medicine. John F. Henry, proprie(i College Place, Sew York.
tor, s
An absent-minded man in Tennessee used a
roll of greenbacks as a stopper to his molasses
urn. and the next day nearly tore the inside of
Ids house to pieces looking for the missing
money. His wife set things right when she
naked gingerbread that afternoon.
The World and itts Wive have made up
heir minds that there is nothing under heaven
-o certain of n cure for a
cough, cold, or difli•iihy of breathing, as Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar. The sale is over three thouemd bottles per day. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.
Mrs. Scott, of Omaha, asks her three husbands through a newspaper advertisement to
meet her at a certain hotel, there to settle their
conflicting claims.
Hr. It. V. l’ierce, ot Buffalo. N. Y., first advocated constitutional as weli as local treatment
as being necessary lor the cure of Catarrh, and
'O successful has bis Golden Medical
Discovery
proven as a constitutional treatment, when accompanied with the use of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
Iternedy, applied locally by means of Dr.
Pierce’s Nasal Douche (the only method of
reaching the upper and back chambers of the
head) dial has long ottered $500 reward for a
case that lie cannot cure.
Both medicines with
instrument for $3, by all Druggists.
t;s2

Liniment.

Centaur
There is

pain which (lie Centaur Liniment

no

will not relieve,
and

no

swelling

no

will not subdue,

lameness which it will not cure.

is strong language, but it

parts

it

are

true.

is

gone, its effects

not

It lias produced

more

cures

are

This

Where the
marvelous.

of rheumatism,

neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings,
caked breasts, scalds, burns, salt-rheum,

ear-

point. The accident was explained
by Charley, and all aunpieions of foul ache, &c.,upou the human frame, and of strains,
play were banished, mien another acci- spavin, galls, &e., upon animals in one
year
dent caused Charley more annoyance.
Capt. Hasbrouck’s command reached the than have all other pretended remedies since
edge ot the creek as Charley came over the world
began. It is a counter-irritant, an
the bluff, and of course he was gathered
in as a prisoner the second time. Boston all-healing pain reliever.
Cripples throw away
Charley, as “peace commissioner,” two their

neighbor whose peculiar delight it
k
hi- boiivf and surroundings in appleid' r
Everything about the premises
itimwith the cvi'b-nee of lavish scrubbing
n

scout was the squadron of 1st
Col. D. Perry, composed ot

was

at this

'mils,* was.

W

“SURRENDER” !

we

hands,

goo.! tire in the kitchen, and gone to
fw- in the barn.
The kitchen took
! was -mi.aiding fast, when Mae came
"i
i'
lumping from his carriage, he
! to 1 in -till
'•
sleeping household, rallied
mi the barn, and after a hard fight,
owner
.. the
m-r.
M r’' presence was better
tail « lb •iisaic! dollar insurance poliev.
And
■'

M

no

taken to the other Modoc cap
tives and by them interviewed.
He said
that several of Captain Jack’s best warriors wanted to leave him and come to our
camp, and volunteered to put up a job.
His gun was returned to him and he was
allowed to depart on his mission.
Hardly had this arrangement been effected when a ritle in the hand ot Steamboat Frank was accidentally discharged.
Several Modocs, who stood with uplifted

with ba> for Jacksonville, Fla.

mi

fight;

want to talk peace; we
like peace talk.”
Boston Charley, the
murderer ol Rev. Dr. Thomas, came in
full view and was immediately covered
by a dozen rifies. Charley ottered to surrender, and was allowed to come into
camp. As he feared the Warm Spring
scouts, he threw down his ritle and t\"
tended his hand in token of friendship,
and the proffered member was cordially
grasped by the scouts. Charley was then
Next
passed to the rear, under a guard

we

in ore

\

HASBKOCCK

passed up the north side of the Creek
yvitli the squadron and Capt. Jackson’s
squadron went over the Creek along the
south side. Capt. Hasbrouek having a

Sibley AL* Son. Short*
molasses to a Bangor
Mr. >ib'.*
ih
elder, happened to be in
\
ni
n»ula"e- that had ronie
■p
*
M
lie l'ell t<» scrutinizing
fir
ignized them to be
"lies which be bad sold to the
i-

Indians.

Frank, Shack Nasty Jim and Hooker Jim.
who accompanied the expedition to lead

-day from the yard of
single i«< ked, 1 liree mastie

..in t <*?) s,

11

Modoo

Accounts hum the United States forces,
dated May Jfitli. oil Willow Creek.
gi\e
tin following incidents—
Flic cavalry and
artillery commands
and Warm
Spring Indians under Col.
Green, lett Boyle’s Camp at
o’clock this
morning and rode in hot haste to Clear
Lake, where Gen. Davis issued

’-

a:,d 1
l-'ertrusou.

i.i——

PAIN-KILLER!

k.

•'

days.

the

from his scout.

Bogus Charley, Curley

Headed Doctor and othor Indians went on
an
independent scout after Capt. Jack,
and were expected back at
camp yesterday. Several Modocs in the vicinity of
•

crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites

rendered harmless and the wounded

are

healed without

scar.

It is

arc

humbug.

The

recipe is published around each bottle.

It is

selling

as no

a

article

ever

no

before sold, and it sells

because it does iust what it
Those who

now

pretends to do.

suffer from rheumatism,pain

swelling deserve

suffer if they will not use

to

Centaur Liniment.

or

More than 1000 certificates

of remarkable cures, including frozen

We will send

a

circular

containing certificates, the recipe, <fce., gratis,
any

one

requesting it.

One bottle of the yellow

wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth
dred dollars for spavined
and mules,

or

to

or

one

hun-

sweenied horses

for screw-worin ill sheep. Stock-

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.
No

family

should he without Centaur Liniment.

J. B. Rose & Co., New York.
•

is more than a substitute for Caslor Oik
It i» the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the
food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind colic aud
produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is
pleasant to take. Children
ma d not cry and mothers
may rest.
a.storia

Wanted,

farmer in every town as agent
lor the Collins Solid Steel Plows.
Kor terms,
write to Collins & Co., 212 Water streets, New
York.
3m
a

Samples i»y mail,50 cts, retailquick for$10
It. L. WOLCOTT, isl Chatham Sq., N. Y.
tyi-26.
12

stock

announce to
Belfast
tliey arc now prepared to give as
tlie above as can be hud in the

Family Medicine of the Age.

Ind

why it should he f:ept always

1st.

near

at hand:

I

the most certain Cholera
science lias produced.

2nd.
3rd.

May 20th.

ton, S. C.
29th.
Sclis. Banner,
A rev, Ryan, do: Hero,

Pain-Killer, as a Diarrluea and Dysentery remedy, seldom it ever fails.
Pain-K illrr will cure Cramps or Pains
in any past of the system,
A single dose

usually ctfects a cure.
4th. Pain-K ill«*r will cure
Dyspepsia and Indigestion, it used according to directions.
5th. Pain-Killer is an almost never
tailing
cure tor Sudden Co ds, Coughs, &o.
6th. Pain-Killer has proved a Sovereign
Remedy for Fever and Ague, and Chill Fever; it has cured the most obstinate cases.
7th. Pain-Killer as a liniment is unequaled
lor Frost Bites, Chilblains, Burn.-, Bruises,
Cuts, Sprains, &c.
Mil.

Pain-Killer 1 as cured cases of Rheumatism and Neuralgia alter years standing.

Dtil.

Pain-Killer will destroy Boils, Felons,
Whitlows <>ld Sores, giving relief from Pain
after the first application,

loth. Pain-Killer

cures

ache.

rills Mower is

BEFORE

I

12tli. Pain-Killer is a purely Vegetable pre.
paration, sate to keep and to use in every family"
The simplicity attending its use, together with the.
great variety ot diseases that may be entirely
eradicated by it, a d the great amount ot pain and
sutler ing that can be alleviated through its use,
make it imperative upon every person to supply
themselves wi tli tliD valuable remedy, and to keep
it always near at band.
The Pain-K iller is now known and appreciated in every quarter of the Globe. Physicians
recommend it in their practice, while all classes of
society have found in it relief and cemiort. Give it
a trial.
Be sure and buy the genuine.
Every Druggist, and nearly every Country Grocer throughout
the land keep it for sale.
4w48sp
A BOOK roll EVERT RAT.
TilE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OK SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility. Hypochondria,
Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
and ail other diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book lor every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true
way
to health and happiness.
It is the cheapest and
best medic il work ever published, and the only one
on this class ot ills worth
reading. I'.HHh edition,
revised, much enlarged,illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1.
Sent by mail,
post paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bui finch street,
Boston, Mass., or Du. W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Physician. N. B. The author may be consulted on
the above as well as all diseases requiting skill and

Iy39sp

PAINTING-!

Paperhanging, Graining
best manner by

and

Glazing

done in the

M.

A. CULLNAN.
Painting and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and
rooms
made
a specialty.
Orders left on my
Sitting
slate at Albert C. Burgess’Store or at my House

promptly

attended to.

offered to farmers lor the

com.

YOU BUY

ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR, lull of
recommendations from leading farmers, ;o be had
of Agents or Forwarded Kree by Mail, on an.

yiicatlou.

HOLLINGSWORTH

June
\ ork.

2d.

Soli. Geo. B.
Clark

Charles-

Ferguson, Ferguson,

& Son of

thorough

a

manner.

SPRING STEEL TEETH, Si! TEMPERED!
WORKS

j

CALL

W

ANYWHERE !

AND

EXCELSIOR

SEE

IT!-**

MOWER!

LAWN

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
Ag’t Maine, New Brunswick an 1 Nova Scotia.
A.
ilAUKIMAX Sc CO., Agents, Belfast.

CARTER'S

Waldoboro,

kinchinists
WM. W.

Belfast, June 3,

CASTLE, Pres’t.

1873.

FAMILY

CARDING !

I.. A. Knowlton & Co., W.
Conant, Fred A.
Jvnowlton, Agents, Belfast.
H. WING
Bearsmont, June 2d, 1873.—Gw48eow

GEO. WOODS & CO’S
ORGANS
Iho most remarkable instrument ever
perfectedcapable of the most, beautiful musical effects, and
the most elegant cases.

see

them, and

3m48

Of

The following letter from REV. E.S. BEST, Pastor M. E. Church, Natick, Mass., will be read with
interest by many physicians. Also those suffering
from the same disease as afflicted the son of the
Rev. E. S. Best.
No person can doubt this testimony, and there is no doubt about the curative
powers of Vegetink.

BELFAST has them.

GIG FOR SALE.
NICE LIGHT
made to order, and suitaA ble for trotting GIG,ravel
ling. Apply to

Natick, Mass.,Jan. 1, 1873.

Mr H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir—We have good reason for regarding
your Vegetine a medicine of the greatest value.
We feel assured that if has been the means of saving our son’s life. He is now seventeen years of
age; for the last two years he has suffered from
necrosis of his leg, caused by scrofulous affection,
and was so far reduced that all who saw him
thought his recovery impossible. A council of able
physicians could give us but the faintest hope ot his
ever rallying, two of the number
declaring that he
was beyond the reach of human remedies, that even
amputation could not save him, as ho had not vigor
enough to endure the operation. Just then we commenced giving him Vegetink. and from that time
to the present he has been continuously improving.
He has lately resumed his studies, thrown away
crutches and cane, and walks about cheerful and

strong.
Though there is still

some discharge from the
limb was lanced, we have the
that in a little time he will be per-

He has taken about three dozen bottles of VEGETINE, but lately uses but little, as he declares that
he is too well to be taking medicine.
E. s. BEST.
Respectfully yours,
MRS. L. C. F. BEST.

The range ot disorders which yield to the influence
of this medicine, and the number of defined diseases
which it never fails to cure, are greater than any
other single medicine lias hitherto been even recommended lor,by any other than the proprietors of some
quack nostrum. These diseases are Scrofula and all
Eruptive diseases and Tumors, Rheumatism, Gout.
Neuralgia, and Spinal complaints, and all inflammatory symptoms, Ulcers, all Syphiltic diseases,
Kidney and Bladder diseases, Dropsy, the whole
train of painful disorders which so generally afflict
American women, and which carry
annually thousands of them to premature graves; Dyspepsia,that
universal curse ol American manhood; Heartburn,
Piles, Constipation, Nervousness, inability to sleep
and impure blood.
This is a formidable list of human ailments for any
single medicine to successfully attack, and it is not
probable that any one article before the public has
the power to cure the quarter of them excepting the
Vegetine. It lays the axe at the root of the tree
of disease by first eliminating every impurity from
the blood, promoting the secretions, opening the
pores—the great escape valves of the system—invigorating the liver to its full and natural action,
cleansing the stomach and strengthening digestion.
This much accomplished, the speedy and the permanent cure ol not only the diseases we have
enumerated, but likewise the whole tr iin of chronic
and constilutionl disorders, is curtain to follow.
This is precisely what Vegetink does, and it does
it so quickly and so easily, that it is an accomplished
fact almost before the patient is aware of it hi insist.

THOMAS Ir\ LOGAN.
Belfast,

June 4.—tl48

HAIL COLUMBIA
And all other

Patriotic Airs sound best on tile
Superior Instruments to be purchased at the weii
known store of J, C. Haynes &
Co., where
FULL BRASS BANDS,
FULL ORCHESTRAS,
QUADRILLE BANDS,
QUINTETTE ORCHESTRAS,
BANDS OF

A. K. CA ICI ER respectfully inform* his numerous
friends and customers that lie is still at the old
stand, Cl I V hALOON, where he will always be
read)- to welcome all.

O

S T jE£ PcS

and

IWOIVE
!

ME A

'AL L

<

Vou will always
,! pn-rythin,; that i.“ usually
kept
in a first-class Sul >cn.
A. It. CAIiTEK.
Belfast, Dec. 24.- lyL>5

PAINTING!

&

Glazing
DONE IN

Old Furniture

Papering

Repaired

«9*Orders h it at my
TORY or at CARLE &
ceive prompt attenriion.

& Painted

shop near the SHOE FACMORISON’S store will re-

May 5, 1873.—3 w47,

C. P. KIMBALL’S

PATTERNS!
And Materials for Sale.
to

Paper Pattern* supplied ;.t regular
parties doing stamping. Kxtru quality ol
Blue, Whitt* and Black, tor ■'ale in any

A. J. HARRIMAN
KEKI*

by

4wtr*

t r

GET

THE

BEST

BLOOD!

PORTLAND,
I take

ME.

A

KILL

have

on

largest and best assortment ol

hand the

elegant carriages

exhibited in

ever

now

Maine,embracing
including several new
factory.

in use,
niv

Twenty-five
ot

myself

workmen, enable
produce

us

uetaii..

(into *32

cm lav

Xhi •* ttpleiiikii Wtaliion is eight
old .stands It* ban is high and weighs
pounds. Hi- was brought t:nm Y'i
f
liiont k\ 1). P i.ney.and his pedigree is as
tollows
Morrill < hit I was sirt d hy Youmr Morrill,
lr., In* by Y oung Morrill, and lie k; Old Morrill, 1
by Woodbury Morgan, he hy Justin Morgan. Old
Mortill'- Dam wa* hy Harris Hambleton i.;n,Morrill
ChiefV Darn was b\ Napoh-an, h«* by Flint Morgan,
he by Sherman Morgan, and In
by Justin Morgan.
Morrill < In; ! s Grand Dim by Sherman Morgan,
Jr., he by Sherman Morgan.
Morrill Chief will stand at my Stable in North
lluu

C. II. MITCH ELL
innounces to the citLei
of Bellas! and vicinity
that h- has opened a K-tail Department in comic
Don with his wholesale, where he will keep an
assortment ot French and Domestic Confectionery
m imitacuired at hi* ph ce from the best ot Dranulated sugar.

Searsport on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thur.'daj s an
Fridays. On Saturdays lie .till he’.it Belta-t.
TKRMS:—To warrant, $10.00.
By tin Season,
$s.0o, Single Service, $5.oo. Colts h’olden t ’>r .serof the horse.
North Searsport,

K. W. S FAY F. Y.

May 15, 1S?3.—4w45lr

MACE & HURD
Manufacturers

A. E. DURHAM

and Whole-ale Dealers in Plane
and Fancy

FOREIGN

FRUITS,

TOBACCO AND

CIGARS, WRAPPING
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR &. MOLAS
SES

CORN
CAKES, CORN
CANDY, COCOANUTS.&O.

Bcp li :ivr to iniorin rlwir fricndr md the public
tlutt they are now prepared to wait upon
tlfm at -hurt noth'".
Al.l. ollDKIls 111 MAll.
I'KOMIUT Y AT I KNItK.l. I o.
I I„ MACK.
HU
A. A. IIUlt[>.

generally

DE1TTISTRVI
DR. G-. P.

SMOKED FISH!

Successor

Salmon. Halibut, Alewives, Herring
and Haddies.
keeps

ot

CONFECTIONERY,

1 > FSPFCTFFI. I.Y
INFORMS the Citizens ol
1.1. Belfast and the public generally that lie is at
the old stand, corner of Main and Washington
streets, where he k< eps the following kinds id F'-di
at W HOLES AI/K AND RFTA1F.

LOMBARD,
Ur.

to

BOOIIi:

Mac -till be louud at the old *tund
Dr. Moore, corner of Cliurcli in!
i 1 a- '1! the latest
spring Streeis.
instruments for operating upon teeth, in
>'

choice Stock ol <« It <>« IK It ■
constantly on hand all ot which will be m>i<1 as h-w
as can be bought.
Persons desirous of of purchasing will tiud it to their interest to call on tin- m hscrilu
who will take pleasure in waiting
upon them.
Goods will be delivered in any part of the city free
of expense. He would say to the
country trade that
he is receiving large quantities ot Smoked Alewives
which will be sold at Boston prices,
freight :ui:i
other oxpeiises oil

Years Experience

and many of my

nil

Main Street.

> (>

\ ear*

He also

pleasure in announcing to the public that 1

<

Belfast, Feb. 1", 1873,

DRY FISH!
English Codfish, Pollock, Hake.

Salerooms, Cor, Preble House,

iyholknam:

N'o.

PICKLED FISH!
Mackerel, Halibut’s Fins, Tongues
and Sounds, Codfish and
Herring.

a

improved
•luding

MORRISON'S DENTAL ENGINE 1
by which the process is renden .1 much less painful
and tedious than by ihe oid method', Teeth insert
ed in Rubber ->r Cetlnlobf /.'r/'-e. a* persons prefer.
He has tin county right for the use of
Or. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.

A. E. DURHAM.

given to making and inserting

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

1873.—3in-15

THE FLORENCE & HO WE

t!4«'

7

to

%,-ar

THE FINEST CARRIAGES

MILLINERY

—AT THE—

L, O VV K S T

invited

to

C. P. KIMBALL.
PORTLAND, ME.

GOLD AND SILVER

New

Opening

-AND-

FAITCTST GOODS

II EMM ING,

visit the

FELLING,
CORDING,
B!tA I PI NG,
TICKING,

finished carraiges.

the material and
work, whether they desire to purchase or not.
All carraiges made by me are fully warranted.
49*lhe public are respectfully cautioned about
purchasing carraiges represented to be my make unless they have my name-plate in full.
^f-ORDERW
a ml
iironautlr
till«*<l.
49-Books with cuts, descriptions and prices sent
by mail to ail desiring to purchase.

3mos47

For Sale on LIBERAL
and EASY TERMS.
*
Machim* Stitching of all
kinds, such as

R A T K S !

49**Ali persons are cordially
warerooins and examine our
Also our factory and examine

.lust n-oeiveil from my own
:•
•; 11•
in tin’ Mar
ket all the leading -mi-in U
«
II u- K i l»l*on
and I I cviTM. Schoo‘lU;,t ir a
shake*
i«|
Shades &e. ALoamu >to.-k ol I a.In
I
Kid
l'uri>ol', ilo»Ui
..rs
fl oop skills,
I ra
Iin Bags
Basket
te
lint
compu
oi ail tin a !»■ a
good- m ,1’ *!.. i tl.-i nt ..u di’n
will tin*! nn stock the
My friends ami u-tom,
in
ta
laigest and e uapi st -li
ml
*»<
new;have h-en undersold on a single irtiele that I
ke.’i

lU'FFLING
EAGG(>TT 1 NG,
QUILTING and
KPC.E 8 Tl »’CIIING,
I'iiiyn nice ojimiur on
Machines, at mo>t reasonable
s9

i'ii.M',

.\

Mioui

the Florence

prices.

Sewing

*■

1

«•

Cr A K M E N T S
Of all kinds CUT AM) MADE TO ORDER.
Particular attention paid to the making of GENTS’
SHIRTS AND LADIES’ UNDER GARMENTS.
STAMPING lor BRAIDING and EMBROIDERY
Done.
Agency for BUTTKRICK’S PAPER PA 11 ERNS
DF GARMENTS. A large assortment ol Spring
Styles just received.
The
CARTER’S PERFECTED 11EMMERS.
Best l)re<*(roods and Flannel llcmmer in the mar
ket. TRY IT, PRICE $1.00.
Attention is called to LITTLE’S NEEDLE
SHARPEN Eli, POLISHER and CASE combined,
for sharpening and polishing all kinds ol needles,
and to (lie (.’RESENT BUTTON HOLE CUTTi R,
cutting any size button-hole. Examine them.
Tiie best quality ol Cotton, Silk, Oil, Needles and
attachments for all kinds of Sewing Machines kept
constantly on band.

«»‘OK*E!V

Evening until

o’clock.

One of the largest anil best assortments of
watches ever offered in the market.
Hunting and
open cases, with American and Imported movements, bought low and will be sold at reduced

kUp Stairs) Over Carle & Morison’s Hardware Store

every

W. H. MOIIIMOA,

M :

Belfast

EMPORIUM!
MILLIETEnv I

Agent,

Mrs. E.

Me.

Have

QUIET DOMESTIC

!

and Vest Oliains.

DOMESTIC

A

kreat Variety
of Style* A Pattern*.
Set* of Jewelry

Goods of all

kold

A

LUXURY !

Engraven

Laces,
FRENCH

‘'DOMESTIC”!

Finger Ring*

Set witli Stone*.
Band

|

delicate,

O

SILVER WARE.

Spoon*, Fork*, dee.,"all made to order
and Warranted

FINE PLATED WARE.
Sett*, Canters. Basket*, Oohlets,
Cup*. Spoon* and Fork*.
Tea

CLOCKS! CLOCKS!
Superior
Keeper*.

Warranted
Clocks,
Sty le* of Ca*e*’

Time

SCISSORS & SHEARS.
A

Fine

Auortment

of

Shear*

care

from

and
the

hest makers.

19*1 can sell you a good thing. Port
Moniei, Calf Wallets, Hair Brushes,
Teoth Bru*he*, Razors, Straps. Album ♦,
Comb*. Fiddle Bow*and strings,Including the Celebrated Maple* Dry E, the
hest Imported. Also the usual variety
of FAMCY CiOODS and TOYS.
Colcks,Watches and Jewelry repaired
in the hest manner.

3w47

3

w

^.00
CO o

q
3
g"

M

^
O
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CALVIN HERVEY,
Ptaomix Row.

f>

B-£(

? B
Voq Kj

No power Is so costly ns that of human muscle
ami titty per cent, ol the
power required to run a
Sewing-Machine may be saved by using the

“LIGHT RUNNING”

“DOMESTIC.”
MAKES

LOOK.

THE

STITCII

With the least and most

simple machinery ot any
SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,W EARS
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease ot running, great
quietness oi operation with a wondertul range of
work. We are also Agents for the improved Singer
Machine. Wc sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
fail to call aud examine.

POTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast

»u.-t

.-ti

p in ami

we

charge of the Dress making
DAOiil.TT the Millinery!

tlvjo

^

w

IT

them.

use

MISS .JACKSON lias
Department and MISS

,

FIFTY PER CENT. SAVED!

Mew

Sci*sor*, Selected with

<

&e.

LATEST FASHIONS!

^

a>
00

Mracelet*.Cro**e*

COIN

know how to
will show the
we

Sleeve

Button*, Stud*,
Locket*. Charm*.

MILLINERY,

Display in advertising is not my forie. But this
1 will say—We have tin Hyles, also ihe
goods, and

and Plain, all
Price*.

Gloves

two But

tons. Fringes,

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”!

ft*, to

kinds, Kid

with ono and

in

from JO

hTToHNSON &lss JACKSON

just returned from Boston with everything the

Sack and Dress Trimmings, Fancy

A DOMESTIC BLESSING!

Opera, Leontine

F. WELLS.

Ladies want in Ml 1. LI N l-'.R Y

A

kohl and Plated

Truly

LADIES’

prices.

Ladies «V (rentM

rs

E

;»0 Main Ntreet.
tt:U

<

1 on

HO

HERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE,

Amateur Musicians

James Maddocks ol Monroe, Waldo County, Maine, hy his
mortgage deed
dated the 28th day ot January, A. D. 1871, and
recorded in the Waldo Registry ot Deeds, in Vol.
157, page 203, cbnveyed to me, the undersigned, an
undivided seven-eights of a certain parcel of real
estate situate in Searsport in said
County, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit.:
Begin*
ning at a stake and stones in the south line of land
about to be decribed and on the west side ot the
Searsrort road, so called; thence north 74 degrees
west 120 rods to a stake and stones; thence north 02
rods to the road leading from Swanville to North
Searsport; thence north 78 degrees east 44 rods to a
stake and stones; thence south 74
degrees east 80
rods to a brook; theuce easterly by the middle of
said brook 22 rods to the said
Searsport road; thence
northerly by said road 11 rods; thenc* easterly 12
rods to the Mason road, 9Q called; thence
easterly
by the south side of said Mason road 40 rods to a
stake and stones; thence south 104 rods to the
place
ot beginning;
containing 100 acres more or less
together with the buildings thereon standing; being
the same premises
conveyed by me to said Maddocks
Uy mY deed dated the 28th aay ot January, A. D.
recorded in the Waldo Registry or Deeds,
?
in Vol. 154, page 152.
And the conditions of said
mortgage having been broken, 1 by reason thereof,
hereby claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
SAMUEL MOORE.
Dated this 29th day of May, A. D. 1873.—3w48

CO.

COXSTAM'LY ON
HAND
ASSOKTMKNI OK

Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails.
Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements,
&c., &c.

mail.

Haddock and Cusk.

Notice of Foreclosure.

i’ra,nd

\

FRESH FISH!
Salmon, Halibut, Codfish, Haddock,
Mackerel, Shad and Lobsters.

B. B. WENTWORTH.
Belfast,

FOUR,

THE VOX HUMANA.
A baritone solo, not a
fan or tremolo
THE PIANO.
A beautifully toned piano, which
will n ver require tuning.
See advertisement in
another oolumn.
3m4S

WHEREAS,

LABI IK Hurt well selected stock of the above
articles eons-,sully ,.tl band anil for sale at tin
VKliV I.OWK.M I'Kll l-.s.
Also Leather at
Tin 1;
VV. 1. < OI.BL'RN
Findings.

STAMPING

vice

WOHMMANL1KK MANNED.

should examine the COMBI N ATI ON SOLO STOPS
found only in GKO. WOODS & CO.’S ORGANS.
THE rKOLINK. A most
sott or breath-

ing stop.

-at-

CITY BLOCK, HIGH ST.

noitiiiu

served in everv style and at nil time*. Also MEALS
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock ot ('ontoetionery
ol every description. Cigars and iobacco always on
hand.
49*CANNKI> FRUITS Sc JELLIES a specialty,

and all similar organizations will be furnished, not
only with the best Instruments, but with Instiuction Books to learn them, Music to
play oil them,
Strings, Reeds, &c., to go witli them, and alt
*ixtr,a
needed Materials tor their repair.
J. C. HAYNES & CO.,
(Op. the Court House.) 33 Court
St.,?Boston.

Professional

Traveling Bags!

/•/ /'s a <a/.l.

Brooks, May 2‘j.—t.H;

prices

hear their

Combination Solo Stops !
W. C.TUTTLE,

..

BOOTS & SHOES

DWELLEY & CO.,

iii

ALL LOVERS OF MUSIC

all
nds. I’An'.il <’•>!. 1. ARS lo cents
box
or 3 boxes for J'> cents, in all .-i/es and all the othe
better grades ot Collars.
tl-ll
II. I.. LORD.

oi

md

No. 6 Gothic Block, Main St., Bangor, Me.

SEARSMONT.

should

j!

%

Sale 7

ONE

AT

FURNISHING GOODS

3. L. DODGE.

order.
Cash orders tilkd

patterns made only at

1'AIK CAKT WHEELS 'i 1-2 inch tread.
One set
1-4 o\- wagon wheels, not
ironed, all
white oak. Also a tew good
bargains in second hand
wagons including one nice Portland style wagon
Inquire at A. P. MANSFIELD Sc CO.
iiwW*
Foot of Main Street.

WOOL

Also Trimmings to correspond, which arc being
manuiaetutvd to order by first-class wounmcn at is
low jiriccs as the times will afford.
< U i IINti attended to in all its branches
by mysell. I have also a tine a s-iortnn nt ol

GROpERIES

rariJJy/■-1»sk nil

Belfast, May 12th,

For

L>R\

a

to

nearly every style

tf4s

anod work it)'

Gall and 8ee

quantity. We manulaotur these Patti rn* ol the
best iju iiityoi Parchment Paper. Auv design made

Wanted!

first class workmen wanted
at Belfast Foundry Co.

!i: il

J. L. SLEEPER,

good au Hsortmcnt of WOOl.KNNtiOODS of
grades, usually found in a

Parchment

Me. have

Apply

-.1!

at oace to

as

Powder In

now
or TOUR
TJTHREE
A immediately.

lit 100 VIS’ M AIv KKS

And in connection the Proprietor bogs leave to inform his former patrons and good severs generally
that he has just returned from Boston and has a
iarge stock of vest- on hand.

tf-18

ticn’l

COODS !

.Just opened at Brooks consisting of
FANCY GOODS also a good stock ul

o-

or

4(5sp

I

SUPERIOR HAY TEDDER!
Descriptive circulars forwarded.

VI A H E Hit!

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

Manulactured at MITCHELL’S lor the
wholesale trade.

STORE I

NEW

DOUBLE HARPOON HOUSE HAY FORK!

New

just launched a tine barque of 500 tons new measurement, culled the Migron. This vessel is built of
whit, oak, under a
special survey of French Llovds,
and rates A 1 for eleven
years. She is owned principal.) by Messrs. Clark & Sou, and is to be coinmanned by ( apt. L. H. Soule of Bath. As soon as
ready for sea she will proceed to Philadelphia,
where a cargo will be taken tor the
Mediterranean,
lor which trade she is intended.
Mr. Joseph Clark
the senior member ot the
firm, has been in the shipbuilding business more than forty years, having
built thirty-six ships and smaller
vessels, of which
he has always retained a
commanding part.

:tm40sp

The Best Evidence!

fectly cured.

NEW

■SULKY HAY RAKE
finished in

T

No. 56 Main St.
Belfast, May JTtli, lS7:i,—tf47

We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parties for manufacturing Clothing,
are now ready to supply our old hands with work,
An unlimited number ot good vest makers will he
wanted after the fi^st of January.
They cm be
supplied with work from our store at Belfast <>r
Monroe. FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS wilt be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the tirst of January.
W--nave a tine assortment of Dry Goods, Binds
ana Shoes which we odor at low
prices.
Belfast, Dec. 13—tf2T
POTE & Ql’IMBY.

MEADOW It1\V!

This Hake is

K

applying

$500,000 WeriiifCloUMs Destroys.

MOWER

A

id

K

GREAT FlRElNBOSTON.

EXAMINE THE

Newport.

11th. Pain-K iller will save you days ot sickness and many a Dollar in time and Doctor’s
Bills.

HOUSE

now

market.

Mathews, Boston; D. K.
Foss, do; A. Hayford,
Sliute, Rockport ; Forest Gueeu, Lewis, Boston W.
G. Eddie, Ryder, Spruce Head; Martha
Weeks,
White, Pretty Marsh; Martha A, Brewer. Barter

Headache, and Tooth-

experience.

Brig Chas. Wesley, Harding,

y

promptly
NO. 28. CUSTOM HOUSE SQUARE.
J. C. CATES, Ju.,
K. L. SLTCKNEY.
Belfast. May 27, 1873.

ing harvest through agents in their several localitiesI tie large and increased sale lor the
past two sea
son- warrant u- in saying theMKADOW KIND
has
more, good points than
any other Mower in the

G-RAINING-,

SAILED.

is
Pain-Killer
that medical

cure

tha't

strict attention to business to merit a liberal .-hare
of your patronage
Gent’s calfboots, sewed or pegged, made to order
on short notice. Repairing
neatly and
done.

HOUSE

Dix Island.
Gtli. 8ch. Martha Weeks, White, Boston.
2’,th. Sells. James Garcelon. Fernald, Camden\ esper,
Parker, Gloucester; 1'. 5!. Bonnie, Burges*
CarverV Harbor.
31st. Sclis. Geo. B. Ferguson,
Ferguson, Ellsworth; W, (J. Eddie, Ryder, Spruce Head.

and viriuitv

good bargains in
city, and hope by

Of BELFAST.

May 27th. Sell-, Jack Downing, Patterson, Rockland; Cameo, Peachy, Boston ;.W. G. Eddie, Ryder.

STIClvNKY

ES Sc

THE

j

1ST 1*1 Ws.

V'

Fill!: JU.NK rill DR. WATTKRS’OlUeo will
be removed Irom KouNtne's Block to the lute
RKSIDKM K UK CAIT. DAVID .NICHOLS.
Si ..report, March *40.
:imos4u

dealers i:i !U»ots, Shok>,
J Kukgkrs,
Sc FINDINGS, respectluliv
('lAl
the citizens ot

ARRIVED.

whore his
limbs, opening
fullest confidence

chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors.<fcc.,
have been received.

&HIP
PORT

REMOVAIj!

New Firm.

Thomas,'ng.-d

1

i

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in tact, clogging the action f
the very organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes ot
two-thirds ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive aud sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain iu the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy ;
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching oi wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition of the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
so affected, if they take one or two heavy colds, and
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
lungs,liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs are a mass oi 9ores,and ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain ny opium, uoranythiug calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic, dissolves the food.mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, aud creates a healthy circulation of the blood. YVhen the bowels are costive,
skin sallow and the patient is of a bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines ire prepared by -Dr.
H.
SCUENCK & SUN Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODYYHN & CO., 36 Hanover street,
Boston, and JOHN K. HENRY, H College place,
New York, YVholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally.— ly.3sp

years.
In this city, May 20th, Mrs. Ann
Cunningham,
aged 52 years.
In Tops hum, Viola, wife of E.
Mansur, and
daughter of Sumner Pattee, Esq., formerly ot Searsmont. aged 33 years, 7 months.
In Rockland, May 23d,
Catharine, widow of the
I ate Levi Coombs, of So.
Thornaston, aged 55 years
II months and 9 days.
In So. Thornaston, May
27th, Mrs. Bridgei, wife
of Patrick Halier, aged 51 years.
In Knox, May 20th, Mrs.
Lydia Webb, aged 59
years, 9 months.
In Hancock, May 4th, Mr. Summers
Wooster,
aged '.G years and 4 days.
In Bluehill, 22d inst., Doa. Beni.
Stevens, need
77
h
years.
In Ed. n, 23d inst., Marcia Ann
eldest
Hadley,
»•
of Amos T. Hadley, aged 38 years
.taught.
May
24th, \\ ihi.iin Lelan.l, aged 78 years.
In Lin coin ville, May
8th, Abner Knight, aged
about 83 years.
In Lincoluville, May
SO
28, Samuel Richards, aged
*
years.
I n Rockport, May 24, David
7G years
aged
Clough,
ami 11 months
May 27, Cassie Belle
1 years, 27 days.
In Stockton. May 22, at the residence ol
his son,
Mr. Daniel Ridley. .-.god 91
years, 3 months and 7

•>

v.

•lust received :it MITCHELL’S.

r Obituary notices, beyond the Date, \amean t Joe
must be paid for. j
In this city, May 29th, Mrs.
Betsey Jones, aged 70

■■

ias-

Consumption,

Pure Spruce Gum!

Pulmonary

DIKE).

—

■

King

_

v

1

cure

1 hi bps of Gainer, and Miss Eliza
W. Moore of
Hallowell.
In Bangor. 211th ult., lion Darker 1’.
Burleiuti of
Linneus, and Miss Charlotte M. Smith of Banner,
In Tremont, May 26, Mr. Reuben Billinas and
Mrs. Eanny Stanley, both of T.
ill Hope, May 27th, Mr. John W. Sands o<
Sebec,
and Mrs. Anna B. McAllister oi
Hope.

1

—

medicines that will

BATCHEL01TS_

-•

w.

only

Are the

Weekly for the. Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, June 4, 1873.
HAIR DYE.
Flour,
$‘.>.50al3.5<».Round Ho*r,
8a'»
I his splendd Hair Dye i-< th*-best in the world.
Corn Meal,
KOaOulClear SuB Pork,
$
The only Truei and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
l,ioal.l‘. Muttou per lb.,
Rye Meal,
s-Lj and
Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridicu*.*0al.< u Lamb per lb.,
Bye,
17a0 ! lous tints
or unpleasant odor.
Remedies the ill elCorn,
soaoo.Turkey per lb.,
loaOO
feels ot bad dyes and washes. Produces I mm kdi‘i'JarM < ’hicken per ib.,
Barley,
17:.20
a superb Black on Natural
ati.lv
.*...(1.1 :.on Duck per lb.,
Beans,
Brown, and
]xa20
leaves the hair clean, soft and beautiful
Marrowfat Pea*, 1.2:‘».i 1.50 Geese per lb.,
loaOo
The genuine signed YY\ A. Batchelor. Soldbyali
Oats,
boabailLiy per ton,
$12,115
Druggists.
15a5o Lime,
Potatoes
$1.40a0.0u
lyULp
CHAS. BATCHELOR Prop., N. Y.
Dried Apples,
flu* Washed Wool,
45a0o
ubaOo ]'uwashed Wool,
Cooking Apples.
:e>aoo
25 t2S Pulled Wool,
Butter,
liniio
MARRIED
Cheese,
sao
lMaau-IIides,
15 ilti,Call Skins.
Jfiggs,
i7a«0
In Scarsport. May 25, by Rev. A. J.
J^ard,
i2a!4jSheep Skins,
$I.o0a2.00
Adams, Capt.
Beef.
Oal 1|Hard Wood,
$7.00*8.00 John H. ( olcoril aud Miss Emma D. Nickels, both
Baldwin Appl «,
Saal.oo Soft Wood,
$4.00a0.00 of Searsport.
In
0*8
Veal,
4l-2a5
Garuiner, May 18th, by Rev. \V. o. Thomas
Dry Pollock,
7aS Straw,
Dry Cod,
$8.00a0.00 Mr. Hour Tyler of Augusta. aDd Miss Susie Earnbam oi Rome
May 31st. by the same, Mr. Charles
McDonald ot Hallowell, and Miss Lucy Whitney ot
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Augusta, June 1st. b,• the same, Mr. Chester A.

—.

1

CUBIC. Hfleadow

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC’ .SVKtTl’,
SCUKNCK’S SEAWEED IONIC,
SCHKNCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

about?”

Clear Lake, Cal., June 1.
d are nearly
A series of prolonged yells and cheers
v
I
much within as many
aroused the camp from a pleasant siesta
’•<
wed by others.
half an hour after the departure of my
of Mr. Howard had his hand
last courier. Generals Davis and Wheaton
in
I n lie ni:n liinerv ot t he llowand the other officers and all the men
I lie Messrs, r rohork and others at the Beach
'•»
•>': M *i: lav.
rushed from the house and tents to find
have got three lime kilns completed, and burned
the cause of the uproar, and at once the 2 50.
e|.
d's
la!.
a I'd W,l< Jlit Oil
one kiln oflime with
results,
l!
is
satisfactory
whole camp was in commotion. Down
k. ami
;
wrely injured. II
a new business to the
parties concerned; but if the level plain north ot the house was a
f
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
..
as lie took 5lis pick,
perseveram. and honest effort can make it grand cavalcade of mounted horsemen.
makes I>uf little impres1'he steeds rushed forward at onee at a
profitable, they will be likely to do it.
Monday, June 2, 1872.
BETTER—We quote line lali New Yorkaud Ver’iim <»f dust
hut the odor
Mr. Aimer Knight, who died in tins town
furious rate and soon leached the groups mont butter at 2(»a27c
per lb, prime lots ot old at
I -primes is refreshing.
some days since, when in the
20a25c; fair to good at 22a25c.
prime of life, ot spectators,scattered about the premises.
CHEESE—We quote Vermont and New York
!' i
Dramatic Troupe gave though small in stature, was a y igo roils man.
"CAPT. JACK IS CAPTURE!)!”
at 12al3 l-2c per lb: medium
factory at 12 l-2ul4 i-ge;
■a nin*■ uts
i,< Hay ford Hall this
common cheese at 5a9c.
He once dug fifty bushels of potatoes in one
shouted a sturdy sergeant. Again the
EGGS—The
market
is hardly so firm, and
to-day
>i' u a I.
the star of the occa- day, and put them into carts, and thereby won
valley echoed with cheers and yells. The sales have been made at isal9j, and Southern and
a tinDome, tresh and vivacious.
a bet.
Western
sell
at 15al7c.
It
readily
mounted command was that of Perry. He
We quote choice mediums $7 55a2 70;
BEANS
Out door file yyras made cheerful and
pleasant had returned from a scout of 2J hours, choice pea beans jf3 25u3 37; prime Eastern §3 50a
3
the
few
by
yvarm days of the
60;
,o p, r bus).
yellow eyes at
past yveek, en- three miles above the mouth of Willow
dm- far has been very cool for
DRIED APPLES—We quote at : ’-2a
1*2c per
livened by (lie clinking notes id' the bobolink. Creek.
At half-past 10 o’clock this morn- lb tor Eastern
•r two fairlv warm days
sliced; T> l-2n 7c 1-2 tor Eastern quarthe chattering of I lie swallow and the varied
the
1 -2c lor New York sliced, and 6 1-2a7c for
Warm
7a8
scouts
a
struck
trail
ters;
ing
Spring
The •!most entire lack of rain
quarters; fancy Southern sliced sell at 7 l-2as i-2c,
and alter a brief search the Modocs were
notes of the litile songsters in the groves.
and common Southern apple at5a<*»-12c
markable, ami nianv are preper lb.
discovered.
The most common remark of the farmers at
I1AY—W( quote prime hay at $27a28 per ton;
-pring droiivdw
Col. Perry surrounded the Indian re- common $lGa22; Straw $26a27 doper ton.
lhis time is, “we need rain, it is getting a little
rt l' ti is irreeii w i?h fifteen
treat and his men were bound to fight.
dry.”
a Modoc shot up from the rooks
prink!e* 1 on squash and
SPECIAL NOTICES.«
Our Advent triends are to hold a seven
days Suddenly
will cause the striped bugs to
with a white tlag. He met a Warm
grove meeting, commencing June 7th.
It is to
m u
scout
and
\ tin box with holes like a
said
Jack
wanted
Spring
Capt
REASONS WHY THE
he hoped that they will not decide to have the
: *
to surrender.
Three scouts were sent to
*\
mm to put it on with.
world burned up this year, as there are so
meet Capt. Jack.
d lady ol this city recently
many that are not yet ready for such an event.
He came out cautiously, glanced about
-acrificp a troublesome
The advent timepiece has been wound
tip and
him a moment and then, as if giving up
;
At:debating the matter run down a number of times since the beginning
MANF’D B3
up all hopes, came forward and held out
1
mi '•
In- tenipeiv-d a tu!» of water
if the tentli century: and it would he better for
tis hand to his visitors.
Then two of his
*d v. ninth, put them in, ami satishis generation, at least, to wind il up to run
warriors, five squaws and seven children, PERKY DAVIS <Nr SON
'•"lisriclice.
mother century.
darted forth and joined him in the surIS THE
render.
A «
laid a keel at their yard,
The
command
that
made
this
famous
n loadaeaii* by the launching of
Best
in

CDNSUMPTiGMeAN Bl
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Benediction.

Life

-s

AG
tvi:! I tear to bless thee,
i hard \ dare caress thee,
i
!1 :
e thee with a love
1 a t n\u rgrov.s niy life;
1

I
A»

t

a*

ne

gets

urely northward; but in a day or two
thereafter, when a son of his victim, formerly at array officer, was upon his track,
he lost his criminal hardihood, and made
his journey one ot abject and avowed
flight, tn the idea t tiis pursuer's relationship to the old man he had killed there
was something to unnerve the ruffian and

longer

u,.>r throb grows stronger:
naub-n troth bu* waits to he
ss of a wife.

The kmdm

..
.s! my dearest.
'.,iN
pair, thou wearest!
Th. Ui"
thou dost hon-i to give
\r p
ling ones to-day.
idiv *:.•
ring arm* are round me,
But :k
ne] pain hath found me,
AVk-g -kaii I d » with all this love
When thou art gone away?

\
I k

fill him with a hind of superstitious dread ;
and that pursuer followed him with a tireless pertinacity and stern inflexibility of
purpose as certain and inexorable as the
Do what the pursued might, he
grave.
could not throw the avenging son oil' his

endeavor
while we sever:
I will not fret my hero's heart
With iMenus tears and sobs.
1 s.-nd the forth, my dearest.
Mi

'1

d !

wt

Miaii

<

me poor

m rve me

ami my rarest.
And ie’d til. to tile keep of Him
Wh<* 1‘lesse I our happier years.
more

g'iod-bve! ami ble<s thee!

lam ring lips »*are>s tin >■.
When slid! I feel thy hand again
<i
kindlv o'er my hair?
I ; th
i<-ar unis that fold me
< '•
• *' swt m< unetit hold me;
In lite or d“ ith our love shall l»e
No weaker for the We: -?
A|

The

!

Drummer-Boy.

t

*een.

darkling forest's shade and sheen.
>p erhli'ss in h-ath he lay.

a ui

•etting

1

which glanced athwart the

sun

1 lac*
i'

I

TkI

amber-tinted rain,
drummer's upturned face,
itk had !• ft Jii< gory finger’s trace
1 n -n*' bright crimson stain.

iiii.ug lines.
w *•• on tk
>i

d!k- p
ik-‘

$500,000

CASH! B E RR Y’S

THE THIRD GRAND GIFT CONCERT!

$500,000
Total, 10,000 Gifts, all Cash,
A
Only a few tickets remain unsold, and they will be
correspondent lately wrote to the San furnished to the lirst applicants at tin following
Francisco Chronicle to know where Cain prices:—Whole tickets, $10; halves, $5; quarters,
obtained his wife, and is thus severely hut $2.50; 15 wholes for $100; 56lor $500, 113 for $l,00o,
properly reproved : “Upon any subject of and 575 for $5,000. For tickets and full information,
a public nature we never refuse to throw
THOS. E. BRAMLETTE,
apply to
the desired light.
But this is altogether
Louisville, Ky.
or THOS. II. HAYS & CO.,
a different thing.
It is a family matter
609 Broadway, New York.
with which we do not care to meddle.
Cain died some time before many of us
lower Kansas and the headquarters of were
G. E. JOHNSON,
born, and such idle curiosity regardMedicine Lodge, where the fierce Arapathe family affairs of a deceased pering
hoes are masters.
At this latter destina- son we
regard as reprehensible, and caltion, tor the first time in an untiring pur- culated to violate the sanctities of dosuit of nearly ten months, the avenger mestic life.”
No. 10 Main
Belfast,

kansas once more, hurried the murderer
and lii- shadow, through summer’s heat
and winter’s cold, through towns and forests. with hut a few intervals of rest.
More and more a coward at every mile,
the hunted criminal turned and doubled
in vain amongst the wigwams ot the savages of the revisited Territory and up
amongst the hills and wilds ot Southern
Missouri, and thence to the prairies of

ingled roots that lined the wild ravine,
g
-k
Ik'tv. tight raged hottest through
the d :\
whvi'. the dead in scattered heaps were

Mi bt
w
An

Dead

and declared that he had known them to
pull an estimable young lady from SavanGIFTS TO BE PAID IN FULL.
nah out ot a boat while she was dragging
her hand behind the stern. She was cut
into mince meat in five seconds. During
IN AID OF THE
the war, it is said that a boat containing
Public Library of Ky.,
fourteen men was upset, in Jupiter Inlet, Will be given in the groat hall of Library
Building,
about twenty leet from shore. There was at Louisville, on Tuesday, .july 8, 1873, at which
time TEN THOUSAND GIFTS, amounting to a
a foaming of the waters, and in half a
grand total ot $500,000, all cash, will be disminute twelve of the fourteen men disap- tributed by lot to ticket-holders. No reduction in
amount of gifts'at this distribution, but each gift will
with
The
water
blood
tinged
peared.
be paid IN FULL.
marked the spots where they had been
Office of Farmers’ and Drovers’ Bank, /
Two of the sailors got
drawn under.
Louisville, Ky., April 7, 1873.
\
This is to certify that there is in the FARMERS’
ashore, hut so bitten and in shreds that
AND
DROVERS’
BANK, to the credit of the
they died soon afterward.
Third Grand Gift Concert for the benefit of the Pub1 was told another story of four men lic Library of Ky., FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND
started to walk up the beach from Cape DOLLARS, which has been set apart by the Manto pay the gifts in full, and will be held by the !
Florida to St. Augustine. They managed agers
Bank and paid out for this purpose, and this purpose
to get across New Inlet upon an improR. S. VEECU, Cashier.
only,
(Signed.)
vised raft, but on arriving at Lake Worth
LIST OF GIFTS.
Inlet they attempted to swim across. One Grand Cash Gift,
$100,000
Three of them were gobbled up by sharks. One Grand Cash Gift,
50,000
The fourth reached the shore aud traveled One Grand Cash Gift,
25,000
on to Jupiter Light, where he told of the
One Grand Cash Gilt,
10,000
fate of his comrades. These reports cer- One Grand Cash Gift,
5,000
of
the
show
that
sharks
are
tainly
many
24 Cash Gifts of $1,000 each,
24,000
of
The
them
are
man-eaters.
most
of the
50 Cash Gifts of
500
25,000
As they are more
shovel-nosed variety.
400
80 Cash Gifts of
82,000
lively and voracious in the summer than
800
100 Cash Gifts ot
80,000
in winter, it is probable that they would
200
150 Cash Gifts of
99,OU0
attack a man in July or August when they
100
590 Cash Gifts of
59,000
would not touch him in December or
10
9,000 Cash Gifts ot
90,000

trail, though leading him a journey ever
so
long and devious.
The murderer flying, and the avenger
coming after, traversed Indian Territory
to Arkansas, and thence through the latter
State. Louisiana, and Mississippi, until
Hunch turned northward again.
Up
through Tennessee into Kentucky, and January.
then retro-aeross the Mississippi into Ar-

Tn.- st

«h

Life.

U is but a tew days over a year ago
since a venerable and respected citizen of
Cooke County, Tex., named Young, was
slain in his sleep by an assassin whose
purpose was plunder. With nearly 83,000 as the gain of this terrible crime the
murderer and robber, whose name is
Huneh, at tirst defied any one to call him
to account, and took his outlaw way leis-

(»>mtl-11\
good bye, my dearest!
M v brave and my fairest!
i •'** ■?, :• with a Me**ing meet
l- «i .1 iky man y worth.
<:•
kk\
g od-bv*
my treasure!
1
AG
and pleasure!
i
the.- with the strength of love
Helm
1 >end the forth.

■

for

"ik<*

mice bright eye
*ba low on hi* eln-ek so fair:
vp u ti -1 bv a long-drawn sigh,
is *oul lid mounted to the sky
»n some wil 1 martial air.

“Don’t a Quaker ever take off his hat
to any one, mamma?”
“No, my dear.”
“If he don’t take his hat off to a barber,
how does he ever get his hair cut and his
face shaved ?

■

Prepared

DR.

12.000. 000_ acres!

Company

XT

CAMBOOSE STOVES!

fasxaa

Style

the

Headache,
and

Here the neighbor broke for the house,
and entering it, violently slammed the
door lehind him: but Reubens did not
dare let up on tin enumeration, and so lie
.Oil ait there alone in his own yard, and
kept m counting, while his burning
'.k- and Hashing eyes eloquently affirmed hi- judgment.
When lie got up
into the eighties his wife e one. to the door
in some alarm.
“Whv Reubens, man. what is the mat•ia wit;, you 'J" she -aid.
“Do come into
1

the house.”
Rut he didn't let up.

She came out to
and clung
trembling to him, hut lie
cull
inked into her eves, and said:
N ,ii"tv-tlnd
ninety-four,
n.

ninety-live,
ninety-six, ninety-seven, ninety-eight,
ninct’i-nine, cue hundred—-go into the

house, old
And she

woman,

or

I'l] bust, vc.”

went.

The

Way

To

Oo

It.

! here is much complaint,
probably
ustIy, about the injustice of husbands iii

betting and

se

'tiling at the short-comings

|

were

triumphantly overreply. “He boards at
a clincher, and there-

whelmed with the
Wack’s !" This was
after no further questions were asked.
The rebellion broke out, and among the
first to take an active part in the work of

raising recruits
ent painter.

was

this plucky, independ-

A few months later the telegraphic reports of one of the bloodiest battles in the
S mth contained especial mention of the
gallantry of Lieut.-, of the Artillery.
Already the young man had in a great
measure, in the eye of patriotic Oberlin,
atoned for the sin of boarding at Wack’s
by the active part he had taken in the war;
and when at length he revisited the town
on a brief leave of absence, bis
society
was somewhat courted
by the literary and

leading citizens. They thought they could
discover something very manly about him,
and began to wonder why they had not
observed it sooner.
ear

nuer ana tne

j
poor painter was
Captain ot Artillery and in command of
Fort Hell, in front of Petersburg. His
name was in everybody’s mouth,
j.nd it
was considered an honor to grasp his manly hand.
Alter peace came, the first official act of
this Captain was to return to Oberlin and
make
bride of Miss Helen Wack. Oberlin th in actually rejoiced with him and
bade him “Cod speed,” as he left for
Alabama.
After a time he returned to Ohio and
started a large manufacturing establishment at Sandusky. Some two
years since,
having amassed a handsome fortune, he
vent to Arkansas and eventually became
President of and built the Arkansas Central Railroad.
a

We
poor, over-tasked wives.
good wile the other day give at
least a good wav of managing the matter,
on the wife’s part.
Mr. Smith was confessing, in the presence ol Mi~. Brown, how ne one
day went
home with a friend to dinner, and found
Mrs. Smith over the wash-tub, with no
indications ol dinner, whereupon lie (retted
and scolded in appropriate style; whereat
Mrs Smith put up lay- pretty mouth and
ran off into her bedroom for a hearty
cry,
&c.
“Now,” said Mrs. Brown, “I should
have done no such a thing.
I should
To-day, that poor boy who ran away
simply have said, ‘Mr. Smith, just roll up
your sleeves and pitch in, and we’ll soon from his Green Mountain home, went to
have some dinner.’
Oberlin, started a paint-shop without ever
The cry probably-induced a
handling a brush before in his life, fought
feeling in his
Mr. Smith of dissatistaetion at the loss of
way up to a captaincy, married the
his dinner, of mor: ideation at the disap- prettiest girl in Oberlin. and made his forpointment of his friend, of humiliation at tune, is Hon. Stephen W. Dorsey, United
the revelation of an unpleasant
ripple in Stales Senator from Arkansas! A nobler
his domestic life, ol wounded pride in not heart than Steve Dorsey’s never beat, and
being able to show Mrs. Smith off- to ad- no one who has know him as a boy and
vantage. and that he had succeeded so man, will begrudge him his good fortune.
poorly in “managing” her, with possibly [Cincinnati Commercial.
a slight twinge of conscience that he
had
Sharks in Florida Waters.
used her shabbily. In the final aggregate,
his estimate of both himself and his wife
In a letter from Florida to the N. Y.
was undoubtedly lowered, his own selfSun, Mr. Amos Cummings writes: The
respect was lessened, as well as that for water fairly boils with sharks. I counted
his wife. But. undoubtedly, she suffered one hundred and twelve within the
space
much the most. Without any formal state- of an acre, none (d which were
less than
ment of it, he felt that he had a wife not
feet
eight
long. Indian River people say
equal to emergencies and to an occasion, that they have seen them twenty feet in
but whose weaknesses must be made the length.
I saw one that measured over
subject ot careful petting and manage- seventeen*feet. They would frequently
ment; and, when a husband gets that break under the bows of our
twenty-one
leeling, all sense of companionship, such foot sail boat, careening her to one side
as is essential to
and
confidence, and at times half lifting her from the
respect
not to say domestic love, is almost com- water.
They llocked about the boat by
pletely gone. Whatever love is left is dozens, and cast hungry looks at the
either animal, or such as we give outhuge yellow dog on the forecastle. At
fancy pets—kittens, dogs, birds, stock and one time I struck a twelve-foot fellow
is
It
like.
not
the true love of the over the snout with a
the
heavy boat pole.
domestic hearth.
He made a great swirl through the water
How different the result if Mrs. Brown’s as if
surprised, but saucily darted back to
policy had been adopted. Then Mr. Smith the craft to see what had hit him. Occawould have been ashamed only of himself,
sionally boatmen plunge lily irons into
but proud of his wife. He would have them, and tow them
about the river
apologized for her to his guest in a tone against wind and tide for miles. Some of
that more plainly than words would have the natives declare that
they are man eatsaid :
“See what a wife I have—how ers, while others
deny it. Jim Paine, of
to
an
to
hort
equal
emergency—how superior
Oapron, told me that he had stood
difficulties and embarrassments!” And, in the water for hours while
these big
besides, with a secret feeling, how super- sharks were nosing about his
legs, but Dr.
ior to himself! [Cor. Prairie Farmer
| Fox, my guide, seemed afraid of them,
of their
heard a

Electroplating.
St., New York.

L. G.

TILLOTSON & CO., 8 Dey

"YOU ASK!

I’Ll Till I"

DRESS

cents per

DEPARTURE
in

it.

Seud for Circular.
50 North 5th St.,

WEBSTER,

CHESTERMAN
Pa.

*

J.W. PERMS SCO, (
W. F. PHILLIPS ft CO. ) FortlfmdGEORGE S. DERBY,
Sole
Iwts

Proprietor.

OAMARISCOTTA, ME.

The Josiah Farrow hou<e, on 11 igh Street, recently occupied by Mrs. Baker. Inquire of Asa Faunce,
Esq..at Belfast Saving.- Bank.
JOSEPH
1873.—tf43

Bellast, April gl,

F.

HALL.

For Sale I
1. SUBSCRIBER wishing to close out his
A business in Belfast, offers his entire stock lor
sale, consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, &c., &c., including fools. Shop and Store..
The above is well located and presents a good opportunity tor any one wishing to carry on he stove
business in Belfast.
A. L>*. FRENCH.
t!40
Belfast, April 10, 1873.

rpil

Farm for Sale.
The subscriber offers for sale bis
farm, situated in Prospect, one mile and a half
west from the village
Consisting of one hundred
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wooded and watered, with good orchard of grafted fruit.
For particulars inquire on t He premises,
ISAAC T. SMITH.
Prospect, Feb. 4, 1873.—3 tf

__;

Farm for Sale.
The Subscriber oilers lor sale the
Klliot Farm, so called, situated on
the old stage road from Frankfort Village to North
•Searsport. about three miles from the former place.
I hi- Farm contains 1
acres of land: cut last year
25 tons .>) hay; has an excellent orchard, raised last
season 200 bushels of gratted fruit ol nice quality :
has To acres of young hard wood growth ; has excellent pasture, is well fenced has a meadow bearing a
good quality of grass, and with little expense cun be
much improved; good buildings, an excellent well
of water. Price $2,2 u.
I’os-ession can be given
immediately. For further particulars inquire of the
subscriber at West Winterport.
1* PLUMMKR.
W. Winterport, April t?th, is;::.—tf42

KEROSENE OIL COMPANY
Would

inform the

public, that they continue to

Manufacture

The

Portland Kerosene Oil.
prevalence of a large quantity ol inferior

and

dangerous oils in the market,at a cheap price—many
of which are little better than Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Pmm. \ \t>
KkrosiyNK Oil, render it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consumers, that some notice should be taken ol these facts.
Therefore, we
again present an advertisment. ami would call attention to the high standard of our Oils, Tin-: Rkiine;»
Pi- ittoi.KfM, the fire test of which i> 122; I'm-.
P<*i: i'l \M> Ki-.koskxk., the tire test, of which is ig;>

degrets Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably
higher ; also, we would say, that we are determined
to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KI ROSFN

We

from

Oil. niMPA.N1

K

quote
Is71,
chap.
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
IVJ R. S.

the tit 1< of said

Articles.’Sect. :>1.

Fvery persou and corporation engaged
manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning
shall
cause
fluid,
every cask or other vessel thereof
to be so inspected and marked by a sworn inspector.
in

Ami il any pet-on manufacture

sells such oil

or

SHAWLS
and

^HOUSEKEEPER BEWARE!

just arrived, striped
figured Paisley at low prices.

beautiful

mower is
now so well known
the Uuited States and Europe, that it
recommendation (over lf.,ooOsold in this
requires
country alone'. Tin- only balanced Lawn Mower
with A N A DJ F ST A HE E 11 A N1) E K.
10-inch cut, croquet mower, a beautiful little machine for small lawns, croqu< < gri umls,
cemetery
lot-, easily operated by a lad >r miss of 10 years,
nrice, $20; 12-inch, $22; 14-inc.i, standard size, $25;
2N-inch, pony, $10u; 'fj-inch, horse, lor public parks
and large lawns, $125.
Every machine warranted
to give perfect satisfaction.
We challenge the
world to a trial, and to produce a machine its equal.
Try it, and you will buy no other.
Send for illustrated Circu'ar.
no

MANUFACTURED 1JV THE

9#-TEST yodr family soap
see

il

a

PARASOLS,

white pow-

ment

“SUBSCRIBE FOR THE STATE.”

assort-

large

a

Representative Maine Newspaper. Devoted to
material and social interests. Price, $2 per
year.
■iO columns of choice reading. A live
journal, independent of party or denomination. Sample copies
sent tree. Address The
State, Portland, Maine,
AttEWTS WAIfTFUforourNew
Maps, Charts, Books and Pictures, toM
x^gether with Sewing Silk, Linen Thread,
Ladies’ Caskets and Golden Pens. $100 to $200
cleared per month by good, active men or women.
Apply at once (by stamp) to D. L. GUERNSEY,
•'Pub,” Concord, N. H.

~royaThavana
Prospectus

for 1873
9

just received,

now

ready.

Address

GEORGE

Madc Rapidly with Stencil & Key
IV* UIlL I Check Outfits. Catalogues and full
particulars FREE. S. M. Spencer, 117 Hanover
St., Boston.

IVI n hi C V

&

Co.,

MANUFACTURKKS OF

HOSIERY, IOO dozen

j

more

of these

goods received, selling
former
price 25c.
17c,

at

Wareham Nail Co.’s Cut Nails.

Robinson Iron Co.’s Cut Nails.
AUKNTSFOR

Anderson & Woods Cast Steel.
Old

lottery

Weybosset Street, Providence, R. 1

HARTFORD CONN.

Leeds, Robinson

qualities of HOSE
prices that cannot be

All

OF CUBA.

UPHAM, No.

COLT’S ARMORY

l»y
A Wlimcv. Portland.

our

r

Hills "Arcbimeileaf Lawn Mower Co.,
For Male

The

at

on

Colony Iron Co.’s Shovels.

hand

met

DEALERS IN

SCRAP IRON.

by

75 NORTH ST.,

the closest competition.

EMILE

of

cor.

JOHN, BOSTON.

tOn

I* R. DIO LEWIS has opened a fine44 CURE”
Beacon Hill, Boston, Send for Circular.

on

TOILET QUILTS,

Is the nearest approach to a specific ever discovered
for Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout,Gravel,
Diabetes, Kidney and Urinary Diseases generally. It
restores muscular power to the Paralytic. It cures
Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, Piles, Constipation, Asthma, Catarrli and Bronchitis, Diseases
of the Skin, General Debility and Nervons Prostration from Mental and Physical Excesses.
It is the
Greatest Antidote ever discovered for Excessive
Eating or Drinking. It corrects the stomach, promotes Digestion, and Relieves the Head almost
immediately. No housliold should be without it.
For sale by all Druggists.
BarFor a history of the Springs, for medical reports of the power of the water over disease, for
marvellous cures, and for testimonials from distinguished men, send for pamphlets. WHITNEY
BROS.. General Agents, 227 South Front Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gettysburg Spring Co.

please each

stone; it draws

prices that will

You

XTs

Gall

a

!

--

G. W. BURKETT & CO.,

HayfordBlock,

Church St.,

BELFAST.

Advertising

a

magnetic

everybody

and

right

might

dead

a

and every one,

to

Grive

Salve which

is like the celebrated

TABLE DAMASKS his wife
On exhibition, at

a

draws customers.

NAPKINS AND

GETTYSBURG

Katalysine Water!

Advertising is

LINEN TOWELS,

C7ILL ALSO
Pure Nevirahba. Tchenmatism. Gout, Lame Back,
Salt-rle mn, ETtsoimuB Bites, External Bono an
Muscle Aiferti-'us. Sore Nipples, «xc., and may bo
justly termed the panacea lor all

EXTERNAL WOUNDS.
jfj* Remember, 1 bis Liniment did not
spri on up in u da y or a year, producing

as

man

up to the point.
well try to make

swim up stream

keep people

from

buying

as

of

liberal advertiser. This is the

experience

of every

man

who

The best medium
for this vicinity is the REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
has tried it.

s

at

Mexican
ft*}* Sold
Stores at

by

Mustang Liniment,
Druggists

all

Notice Size

and

Buttle, Style,

■

xc.

LYON MFG. CO.

HANGED!
I

S

bliss in
time of

comparison to being sentenced to a lifemisery and every young or middle-aged

is sure to receive the above sentence
who dors not profit by the warnings contained in
th new book entitled ‘Lectures on Spermatorrhoea
or Semina!
Weakness, Impotence, Onanism, .Masturbation, or Sell Ybuse and all diseases of the S<
uul <>rgans.” It is tin1 only work published by relia
bb medical authority on the above diseases, which
will save from a premature grave thousands of our
It contains information
young men and women.
which every man or woman, married or single,
>l"'ii!d know. hon’t fail to send for it. Sent to any
ad Iross. in sealed envelopes, upon receipt ol tOeents,
which just covers expense of mailing. Address Til K
M A S S A CHI S LT TS M K 1)1 C A L INSTITCT 1.. N o.
15- Court Street, Boston.
:rn4.‘
man or woman

!

D you want your old style II AT- w.or BONNETS made as good as
vTt
please pass them right along to tin
«=»■
sign ot the STRAW WORKS, East Side of
the River.
#tpN.B. Hats leIt at the Milliner's .stores ir;
this city, taken from and returned without < xtra
:im4l
S. A. BLACK.
charge.
r0

about to be absent at sea, I hereby forbid
any and all persons from building fences upon my
premises in Isbsboro’, and from tr<-pa~-ing tin mm
in any manner during my absemn
MA in \. col IGF.
Islesborough, May •.*?, 1,-r ". aw 17

A GREAT

T I (t E !

give notice to the citizens of Belfast
the store of Oakes Angit r Saturday
2 until d P. M., for the purpose o'l

at

Kxtract of Roots and Herbs which most invariathe lollowmg complaints
l»y<i|M>|Mia. Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Bi'*< ot Appetite cured by
taking a lew bottles.
fasotmle Low Spirits, and Siuking Sensation

ably cure

PH0BATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within .uid tor
the County ot Waldo, on the second I'uesday ol
May. A. L>. 1873.

cured

—

cured

bottle.

lor an

Biidaev Bladder and Urinary derangeit ha no equal; one bottle will convince the

nn iits
most seeptivai,

storms,

expelled from the ->stein without the
uiffi«:uify; a lew bottles are sufficient lor the

;i-t

;«

obstinate

most

case.

**'!<•». one bottle has cured the
case win s, all other remedies foiled.
Ac

***rvDiH 5>itti« iiifi<»*.
.1 immediately.

A -ural

difficult

most

i.i.

Headache,

iCr«>is«;liiiiH. Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hys-

t«-i tvs

cured

or

much relieved.

tilitlic iilt
Pain in the Lungs, Mde
■'nd ('In st almost invariably cur d by taking a lew
bottles .if the Quaker Bitters*.
female Bftittieultie*. -o
Ann-tican ladies, yiilu readily
medicine, the Quaker Bitter-.

Friday Evenings, at 1" ■•clock tor Ro.-klo
We'.laid..
Caatine, Deer Isle Sedgwick. >
Mt. Desert,: Mil I bridge, Jone.-pci
.rut Mi.

oort,
Returning will leave Machiaspoi'
and J hutsdia y morning?
Portland saint evening,

DONNELL, Guardian of Stephen G. Don
nell, minor heir ol George Donnell, late of
Searsmont, in said County ol Waldo, deceased, having presented his fifth account of Guardianship tor

allowance.

That the said Guardian give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that tliev
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest— B. P. Fiki.d, Register.

Ordered,

IIE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of James It. Williams, late of Islesboro,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
PRUDENCE WILLIAMS.

SUBSCRIBER hereby gives notice that she
lias been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of Warren C. Hadley, late of Jackson, in tin*
County of Waldo, deceased, and has given bond as
the law directs. All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
ORZILLA HADLEY,
Jackson, May 21 1873,—3w47
Administratrix,

very Mono

•.

Night

man

Boston
For further particular- nejUir
..r
vant, 17t‘ Cominoreiai Sit
C\ Rl S Ml tDi \ AN
l-?:;.
Portland, May 1‘th,

\l

■;
1

Mine

ie

ral Ag. a.'
tt •:*

New iiarket tor Produce.

this

Tin* Igeil liml in tin Quaker Bitt.rs just the
aitiele they stand in need d in their declining year.-.
It i|iiiekcns the blood and cheers the mind, and
tin passage down the plane inclined.
pav.
* «> One an remain long unwell (unless atllicted
with .an incurable disease,} alter taking a tew bottles
of the Quaker Bitters.
>

by

all

Druggists ami

Dealers in Medicines.

HOLD WHOLESALE AM) RETAIL BY
J.

it.

1872 -73

Arrangement.

AND Ai m; NOVEMBER I ;rh, r
Belfast tor 1* --rtl.iiol .m-i
on this n>a-i at
A M.
M
places
Train it 3 I*. M.,
B
Mixeil Train tor Wat. r v i JI«•. an
I .s-rng.
I
tor Bangor and all Station- East
Train* will be due ii: Be.ta-d l>"in i-<-•
l\ M
land, and all Station- int<-riu« Lite at
Mixed Train trom Burnham '••mn*
wit!- t;
from Bangor at 1
A. M.
The New Line between Dam ill- u.d < unru-rl mo
will then be open giving pa.--- ng.
for l'-.rtlau
opportunity to go either wa. witho-.r dun;
cart*.
L. L. LIN* oi N >uph
Nov. y, lNr:.
k

AMERICAN AND FORlfiKiN I'A l'F.N I

W.

Porllainl.

C»..|

I’linkliYK*

It. H. EDI > Y.

Solicitor
i

or

of

1 nventiou.-. I

rude

Patents

Marks,

No. 76 State St., opposite

Dc-igits,

u

Kilby St.,

Boston

AN

i:x I KNS1VI-. I'll Al "1 IfK ol
.p
ward.- ot thirf
tear•■oiitii ii.
.-*.i.
to
Patent- in tin l’nit-d St :te- ..No in i.ro,it Britain.
1' ranee, and other lori-gu count ries. Ca\ cat.-.
Sp, ,-.
tuitions, Assignment**. an*l
p-ij -rs tor 1 v,;executed >n r-asonat :- I. rin-.
i• h ■! -p 11 a.
R
searcli* * rnad«-to *1* tci iuin» ,-i.iv .m
-.
uti
"f Patents, of Invent i-.i.-, and :eg:,j and
|m
advice rendered in ui! matters
u ■•lung the
aim
tit furnish, d I.-,
Copies ol the claim- ot any
\
remitting one do
\\ a.siiington
No Agency in tie-I uited St.u*
.-up* ifacility lor obtaining Patent- »r a-cerf a tiling th
patent ability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to \\ a-hiugtou f
;
cure a Patent, ami the usual
great delay then, ,n
here saved inventor-.

Vl'TKll

among
invaluable

Sliliou*, Remittantand lntermittant Lovers, so
pn-valent in many parts of our country completely
eradicated by the use ot th Quaker Bitters.

S'lii

< i:\nm. r.

TESTIMONIALS.
I regard Mr. Eddy as one of fhc n
cap
successful practitioners wit h wliom I
cial intercourse.
CIlAKLLs MA>i>V *
-ioner of Patents.'
“I

have

m*

hesitation in a-surmg

.!
I
.aim;-*

in.- nt.-r

th

man
m -rthey cannot employ
»mp-et* n; mtrustworthy, and more capahh «»i putting th-or
plications in a form to secure fr.uii them
ari

and favorable consideration at the Patent Otln *-.
KPMl'N 1) 1U R K 1
Late Commissioner ot Pacuiats.''
“Mr. R. Ii. EDi»v has made tor me ove- 111 1 R 1 \
applications for Patents, having N .n -uc -.--(ul in
almost every case.
Such uiimi *takabi* pro d *>f
ids m* to
great talent and ability on hi
part.
recommend .vi.i. inventors to :*ppi>
t * promm
cure their patents, a- they uin\ 1-c -nr.- ,.j
mm,
the most faithful attention" f>«
w
*>u t.heir ca~*
and at very reasonable charg* s.
.foil N T AliO Alt I
Boston, .fan. 1, 1S73.—ly.C
.-.

PREPARED BY

1)R. Ji- S. FLINT & CO.,
At their Great

Medical

Street, Providence, R. 1.

Depot 195 A 1U7 Broad
f»mH7

BOSTON LEAB
[ INCOK l'OUA’i'K 1)

IN

I

J H CHADWICK & CO
Office f'-i,

'*4

SARAH

J.

•-.<•!

and

prevalent
to

At a l’robate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
May, A. D. 1873.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of May, A. D. 1873.

\

•.

lieu mufti.am. Swelled .Joints, and all Scr>
till -; villiction- removed or greatly relieved by this
invali
li< ine.
£8

W.

Ordered, That the said Sarah give notice to all
persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear r.t a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and lor said County, on the second Tuesday of
June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register,

atari. roruaiH

>•.

>

Dkki:in*

at once.

KriiptioiiN I’imph s, Blotches and all impurities
the Mood, bursting through tlu .-kinorotherwi.se,
readily by following the directions on the

<>:

EUR BPS 11, widow <>; William Furlate ol Montviile, in said County of

ceased.

!■; \V i STt

■

^mSS?*1

rot:.

A. CARLTON, widow of Daniel D. Carl
ton, late of Belfast, In said County ot Waldo,
deceased, having presented a pet ition that her dower
may be assigned her from the real estate of said de-

>> m n ave itaiiroau

V, Ell

will leav*
ON'Train-?
intermediate

-& REMEDY, i

afternoons, from
receiving taxes.

Probate.
Ordered,That the said Ann S.aitd Alfred J give notice to all persons interested by causing a copv of this
orderto be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second 'I'uesday
ot June next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, it any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved :.nd allowed.
AS A T1IURLOUGII, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—11. PFii;i.i>, Register.

V

(’apt.

Winter

liSCOVERYl
_..^iiiii«i«iiiiigpips^

OTIC E t

ALFRED J. MONROE,
certain instrument pur

of Ross
Sturdivant, I'd r mmi n-i- >tivt i, «>
r\ ri s sTi;Rmv \ v | ,.
,\gmt
FYRl's PAIIFRSO.V \ -ri! !• <r
-Ila-t
Portland April ?, i-7

maim:

[iEOiCAL]

This is to forbid all person- harboring m trust
ing l.ucy E. Perry, my wile, on my account as she
lies left my bed ami board without any rause.
I
shall pay no debts of her contract ing altei ilii- date.
WM. PERRY,
Bvl.1
Monroe, May 20th, 1-7:5.

a

t

The under-igned gr.es no tin that
running tin- seh !’ M BON N IA
between B' lfast and ( rv
llarf
li
carrying treight and passenger-,
_schooner,when in port, mav he bun..I
liaraden’- wharf.
Capt. Burgess will be at flu -;<-r
\Y Ot•.
MATHEWS \ BAKER. a
th
r*
hr t.
tkind ol l.'oi'N ria l1 a;•»a>a «
■.;
m
a
take it at fair price-.
liloMAs l: !;t »
Belfast, Oof. 4, lS7d.

A IT T M O *T !

MONROE and
named Executors in
VNN

kmu

► is

Being

porting to be the last will and testament of Nahum
Parker Monroe, late of Belfast, in said County ot
Waldo, deceased, having presented said will lur

( apt. <

Will leave Kail road Wtiari, Port! md,<vi:\ Mond
Wednesday and Frida) evening it
clock,
rnencing Wednesday, Vpril ■.». toi twngor. t• >tc-) 1
at Rockl.md.f’aindon.I.incoli
iiir.l;ella>!. St*nr*»p*•:

1

the best manner, at VERY LOW PRICE;-.
Goods sent
MONDAY.
every
Agency at
H. f\ WEflA' Millimiy and Fancv Goods
Stori No. 17 Main Street, Bellas; Me.—1* rc

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
May, A. D. 1873.

CITY OF RICHMOND!

TllK St»-

Garments, Coats, Pant sand Vests Cleansed
Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,
and pressed ready for wear. Gent’s Garments Repairing done at short notice.
Kid Gloves dyed Black, or Cleansed,every day.
Also new goods or heavy eloths dyed and finished in

should not be allowed.
ASA THPKLOPGH,Judge.
A true copy. Attest—U. P. FlKl.n, Register.

WEEK

Sandy Point, Ruck-sport. Winter] .>r? n iI..mpd*-*
w
Returning will leave Bangor evr> Mondi
nesday and Friday mornings at
/.-luck, toui-mn
at. the above named landings, arriving in Pur'.l.i
at •* o’clock, P. M.
Fo” further particulars in

25c., 50c. and SI per Bottl

AVER, Guardian ol minor heirs ol
Eevi Woods, late ot Pifit-y, in -aid
County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his lirst account of Guardianship lor allowance.
1
hat
the
said
Guardian give notice
Ordered,
to aii persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belt ,-:, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, t > be held at Beliust,
within and for said County, on the second I'uesday
ol June next, at ten ol the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same

THREE TRIPS PER

THE K.WOIUTK STKAMI'.r.

Gent’s

petition

BAN GrOR

••

or

a

E I N i:

o

over thirty years
m-»st substantial reBUlts, aud by
tri.-i. witbt;
witnesses.
a multitude of
i; the Liniment is not as recommended, the

BARBIER, Proprietor.

DANIEL I.. PITCHER, Coi.i.he
.Sept. 26.—tfIS

r

—

Till' V' 'T A RSURD AN7hy New-Born /.yt>
iem-e <>i
v,-,. i;:!V-v» tin' coq>;

iidiw Stale Fair, 1S70

Bleachery

INS1 1) s:

N '.TT'ItAl. CURES CLAIMED
But
-*m I.inimi nth.

DYEI) OR Cl. A'. I NS ED!

S.

M

I

«*r All freight must be acompanied by BibLading in du]»!irate. All freight bills mu-i be j
LI " <
WLLI..N .V/’i
delivery of good*.
Bellast. May 1", 1*. ,t.

This well known establishment. w it It its admirable
facilities, is conducted by a tirst-elass FRENCH
DYEU. Dying mid Cleansing done in a manner to
give PERFECT SATISFACTION.
Ladies’ Dresses, Sacques, Velvet, Ribbons, &e.
Dyed, Cleansed and Pressed without ripping or
taking off trimmings. J.ace Curtains Cleansed and
done equal to new.
Carpets Clemmed ami Color
Restored.

Belfast,

»o'clock.

at

on

3S

Awarded First Fmiiiuni

A

Per dfty I Agents wanted! All
tn
IU
classes of working people, of
either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address G.
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.

-xv

I hereby
that 1 will be

Friday,

and

LOWELL,

t

Augusta.YS aiiM‘.

O

|j

Returning
i'hursday

FAKE TO BOSTON,

DYE HOUSE !

PETER

throughout

Ciiule.

or

( apt. W
it Rtoi v
leave Belfast lor Boston every Monday,
l'hur.*d:r. ami Saturday at.
1*. \i

Will

nf-.lay

I'uesday

At a Probate Court held at Beltasl. within and for
the County <>t Waldo, on the second |m-d.:v <>t
May, A. L>. 1873.

M.ir

KATAHDIN

Do not be imposed upon by using any other
Liniment claiming the same properties *>r results
They an- a cheat and a fraud Be sure and
nothing but

bush,
Waldo, deceased, having presented

Cheap Family Soap is now largely adulterated with
ground sand, and also marble dust.

by dissolving in hot water, and
der settles at the bottom.

lhrses. Mines

allowance from the personal estate ol said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary E. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this older !•>
be published three weeks successively in the R.-publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they mav appear at a Probate Court,to be held at If'Hast, wPliin
and for said County, on the -e.-ond I'm -d
ol
June next, at
ten ol the clock before noon
and show cause, il any they ha\.-, why th. prayer
ot said petition should m»t b u ran ted.
ASA
lli'UbOCGU JudgA true copy. Attest—B. p. Fii-.i.i> Register. to

great

---—

••

lyr.’tOeow

S-

^

JOH WMOt

s T K A M K H

It is recommend 1 v.rh v.nb cam: d assurance
I -<*:*:»«. Sprains, llheuinall eases oi c i>.
-ion -, Bios. t hilblaius. Stiffmatism. lint 1 !•
1
:i Feet, liars. !<•:..
ness of 1b
xc.,
i"
I
ail \
am
Sprains. Founders,
Ki
a,\V ind-galls,Hoof ale.
!. {•iddltt. r..l !:•»:•
ilamess
Hi.
u ll-: Lac iu
Gallo, also tla oi t‘i

Cannot be cured by snuffs, washes or local applicat ions.
It is a weakness of tiie constitution, developing itself in the nasal organs first, afterwards extending to throat and lungs, ending generally in
Consumption, if not checked by proper remedies.
Pains in head, hack, loins and weaknf ss of kidneys
are its attendant diseases.
More people have Catarrh than any other disease.
It is easily cured.
Thousands of cases, some of thirty live years’ standing, have been entirely cured in New Hampshire the
past three years by the Crustitntioiiai Catarrh
Remedy. Certificates to back the above, and
treatise on Catarrh in a .'{-‘page pamphlet, -cut free
on application to Littlefield N. H.-ll.-s,
druggists,
proprietors, Manchester, X. 11. Send name on a
postal card, and it wili cost only a ct nt. Price si
per bottle.—3m0940

ARY E.

This

And Salesmen!
Bryant’s Library of Poetry and
Song, and Miss Beecher’s Mew Housekeeper's Manual. Both selling fast and far. Exclusive Territory;
liberal terms.
J. B. FOKU & CO., 11 Bromiield
St.. Boston.

ing

bv xta geut.it-but
I.uied cheek

..a

THE CHAMPION

LAWN MOWER OF THE WORLD

at 20 per cent, less

styles.

30 Years of trial lias proved to h«
aiu subdul>e..* bottling ami
Lluinunt iu tL&j Vfc ->rld«

After
title

Is a positive cure (or Sciatica. Uheumatism, Neural
gia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame
Hack, sprains, &o. It has cured casts given up h\
physicians as hopeless and is thk onia ckhtain
ciJRi-:
vok Sciatica.
Try it, it will cure vou.
Always procure large bottles lor severe cases. Large
bottles $1.;iU, small bottles ;«e> cts.
Sold by all
F, W. ID DF.K Sc SON
druggists.
Proprietors,
Send stamp Cor
Huston, Mas-.
Hoi -kiidi.d

“ARCHIMEDEAN,”

HILLS

I'

in the best

C’apl. J. P

;n.aau Pimples,
■•?*.
Drives av.a>

LINIMENT

or

burning fluid not so inspect' d and marked in this
State, or lliat has not been so inspected and marked
as unsafe ior illuminating purposes, he shall
pay a
line not exceeding five hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments therefor.
Portland, Me., April 21, Is?::.

Shot

2 Brilliant Books for Canvassers

CAMBRIDGE

seen

t«h tiio Flushed
and Excite-

Hat and Bonnet

THE PORTLAND

yard.

A full line of GRENADINES

operation is

Place, New York.

Persons indebted to the subscriber are requested
to call amt settle immediately. A. 1). FRENCH.

than last year.

Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Guns, $8 to $150
Single Guns, $3 to $go.
Rifles, $8 to $75. Revolvers, $5 to $25. Pistols, $1
to $s.
Gun material, Fishing Tackle, &c.
Large
discounts to dealers or clubs.
Army Guns, Revolvers, etc., bought or traded for.
Goods sent by express C. O. D. to be examined before paid for.

Eg

CATARRH

Philadelphia,

Breech-Loading

Complexion.

YOUTHFUL £1003i AND BEAUTY.
by alt Druggists aud F*n.\ Stores,

To l*ef !

CAMBRICS,the latest
styles selling very cheap.

variety selling

MAKE A

Cash Hook.’’

GOODS,

JAPANESE SILKS in

«

Sold

WHOLESALE AGENTS

DRESS

&

•:.

Soldby all Dealers in Medicine BISHOP SOULE’S

BOOKS.)

Aiicnt* wanted. Exclusive territory given. The
book will sell itself. Father. Mother, Sister, Brother,
Minister, Merchant. Manufacturer, Farmer, Miner.
Mariner and Yourself all want it. There is Money

Pure Bloomi.\
lt is Purely Yeg.
and felt at one.e.
appearance caused
ment. Heals and ri
dispelling dark arid
fan. Freckles, and
powerful influem-.. in:.'

other Medicine.

—♦

IN

VIE

■

ARRIVAL

Arlington
only 33

by any

WEEK !

1m
A FEW A I*:

■■

TELEGRAPHY.

they

at the

PER

TRIPS

S T E A M E It

£•:» Dark

FANCY GOODS

sons.

Sinking

not excelled

Payer!

George W. Burkett l Go's.

Faintness

Indigestion,

Btomach, Eruptions on the Face and Neck, and for
all Impuritios of the Blood are

mm

thirty-one, thirty-two, thirty-three—”

Stomach,Costiveness, Dizziness,

i::“w

FRESH

FOUR

Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Foulness of

Physician'Surgeon

Wall

TWO STEAMERS OS THE ROUTE!

CALL!

FOR

e

h

MOSES

FRENCH,

PARLOR,

1873. Arrangement for the Season of 1873.

Recipe oi

i* K EAT il E 91 E 1> V

l L, SUPER PHOSPHATE!

see”
Job Printing Office
(Up Stairs,)

from the

THE

BRADLEY’S

|{cto lltrticrtiscmcnts.

Union Paciiic R. R.

BOSTON & LOWELL

t

uutraceuble grave; but still the pursuer went on, telling his purpose to all
.-* w*
For sale by the Subscriber, at West Wintekport.
w
k
whom he met, white man or red savage,
•
and about a month ago was again upon
B. PLUMMER
the scent, from Fort Scott to Lamar, in
the tiena tattoo shall beat.
April 26,1873.—tf43
I 'M
re\i-i i*•. or the long roll’s call,
Kenton County, Mo., where he was withk
-ui
k-u-g. when the smoke and heat in a few hours once more of the
panting
a i vv e rti
'! !
with foe shall meet,
ry niru. tb
game. The latter in his extremity had
Am! gallant men shall fall.
enlisted the company ol two other desA t may t*. ;u some nappy home, that one,
peradoes in his further flight, and the
A motiie,-. rting from th“ list of dead,
Cheap Farms !
No. 10 Main St,
Belfast, Me.
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